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TROUBLE IN CAMBRIDGE
Here In the lovely gloom of green
The immaculate clipped lawns.
Here where the lazy river hardly ripples.
Bearing the delicate shells
And small white sails
As its one treasure
Here where houses are rooted
As the elms along brick walks —
Hurricanes have been known.
Floods are Imminent
Under every house the river rises
Troubling the children's sleep
"Dirty nigger, dirty son of a Jew":
The children know already what we do not know.
The river is rising in their blood
Where they lie on hot nights, flushed.
"Trouble at Kerry Comer —
Ragged armies gather and disperse."
The radio is silent.
The newspapers hush-hush.
Hush, hush the river.
There is no rising
Only the children in their sleep
Scream, "It's coming I" —
The end of our world.
Or the battle in the street.
.
May Sarton
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM
There was anti-Semitic trouble in the Dorchester-
area of Boston after the beginning of World War II. Many
individual Jews were attacked at various times by young
males of other nationalities. Some of the incidents were
schoolboy fights. Others consisted of attacks by older
youths who seemed to be impelled by the fascist hate which
enemy agents and fifth columnists were tireless in spread-
ing. The young men, shouting fascist oaths, attacked the
Jews and beat them up. They threw stones at synagogues
and damaged Jewish stores and homes. They shouted ob-
scenities at Jewish women and children. Spreading their
hatred and violence, the young hoodlums were putting the
Jewish population of greater Boston through a reign of
terror. While many Jewish fathers were off to war, their
children at home were afraid to go to school alone.
Actual organization of anti-Semitism in Boston could
not be proved. Although there was no evidence of Ameri-
can fascist elements at work, some investigators found
their Influence. There were attempts to tie in the
America First, Coughlinite and Christian Front organiza-
tions, but it could not be proved that they were directly
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responsible. Anti-Semitic literature from these groups
was spread freely, however. Poems and stories aimed to
discredit the Jew were distributed in schools, array camps,
and on the streets. There was no action taken against
the propaganda with which young minds were being indoc-
trinated. The police were lax in getting at the root of
the trouble, and many times the officers seemed more than
willing to give the Jew the worst of the bargain.
Relatively small groups of persons in the city knew
of this condition in 1943. Within these groups there were
two schools of thought regarding the violence. One school
feared that exposure of the problem might make a bad situ-
ation worse. They reasoned that the disease might be
contagious and that Jews elsewhere would suffer if the
question received publicity. Another school of thought
wished to publicize the question on the grounds that
bringing it to public attention would force officials to
take action to protect American citizens. Members of the
latter group tried unsuccessfully to get Boston newspapers
to publicize the facts.
Prior to October 1943, the Boston press never men-
tioned the trouble that was occurring almost daily. It
took a New York newspaper, PM, to bring out the truth and
arouse public opinion to take action. PM 1 s publication
of the story forced Boston newspapers to print accounts
of the anti-Semitic situation.
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The purpose of this thesis Is: (1.) To examine the
factors which led first to the suppression and then to
the exposure of the facts In the Dorchester situation.
(2.) To show how this exposure finally forced officials
to take action, as those who had favored the publication
of these facts had claimed it would do. The Importance
of demonstrating the vindication of this point of view
lies in Its graphic Illustration of the effects of con-
cealment and the results of exposure of a public problem.
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CHAPTER II
THE STORY BREAKS
On October 18, 1943 a reporter named Arnold Beichman
from the New York newspaper PM was in Boston, where he
picked up a story which became the sensation of the week*
The story concerned a number of anti-Semitic incidents
which had been going on in the Jewish centers of Greater
Boston for more than three years. Boston newspapers for
various reasons had refused to mention the trouble, and
it grew progressively worse as time went on.
The story made news to most Bostonians who believed
that violent anti-Semitism was something only foreign
fascist nations practiced. They were unprepared for such
charges which to them seemed incredible. PM in its
October 18 issue declared that "an organized campaign of
terrorism, inspired by Christian Front elements, n against
Jewish citizens living in Boston* s Dorchester section, had
been under way for more than a year without interference
from civic authorities, and that gangs of young anti-
Semitic hoodlums roamed the area apparently "unmolested
by police or local officials." The PM article also made
accusations of official laxity and charged "that a
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blanket of silence had shrouded the outbreaks and their
origin.” It accused Massachusetts Governor Saltonstall
and Boston's Mayor Tobin, as well as the Boston Police
Department and the Boston daily press, of "maintaining
a hush-hush, hands-off policy despite numerous protests
from Dorchester residents." Arnold Beichman proceeded to
enlarge upon his accusations by citing cases that had
occurred recently in the Jewish sections. He listed
numerous names, dates, and incidents backed by sworn
affidavits from Jewish victims.
Affidavit: August 8, 1943
I,
,
certify that this is a true fact.
On Wednesday, July 28, at about seven o'clock in
the evening my son,
.
eight years old,
was attacked by a boy about thirteen years of age
in the Tileston School playground, directly across
from my house. The boy told my son that he was
attacking him because he was a Jew and he remarked
that Jews were the cause for all wars.
Signed:
Witnessed by:
PM circulation was not large enough in Boston to
reach a great number of readers. Boston newspapers made
unenthusiastic follow-up stories to the PM charges; they
made no charges and stated no facts or opinions. It was
not until Time magazine printed an account of the PM ex-
pose and official reactions that Bostonians were fully
aware of the story. In its November 1, 1943 issue Time
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called the PM story the "scoop of the week",
graph repeated the PM accusations:
One para-
6
The story that made aristocratic, long-faced
Leverett Saltonstall hopping mad appeared last
week in PM. Its charges: (1.) that an anti-
Semitic "Campaign of terrorism had been under way
in Boston more than a year"; (2.) that gangs of
Christian Front, Coughlinite "marauders" roam the
streets at night, breaking windows in Jewish stores
and synagogues, beating Jews; (&) that authorities
and Boston papers have been silent.
1
Bostonians were aroused by the Time report. Their
astonishment and dismay were evident when they began
asking questions: What is it? How did it all start?
Who is responsible? Why was the news suppressed? What
will be done about it? The following sections will bring
forth answers that emerged in reply to these queries.
Responsibility
Answers to the Boston citizens* inquiry of "Who is
to blame?" ranged all the way from those expressed by
the term "kid stuff" to serious accusations of fascist
dirty work. Miss Frances Sweeney, director of the
American Irish Defense Association placed the blame upon
local officials. Her organization which worked for
racial unity was leading the fight for a cleanup of the
Dorchester situation. She was the person who convinced
!• Time, "In Boston," November 1, 1943, p. 26
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Arnold Beichman of PM that he should write up the
Dorchester situation using affidavits and other evidence
which she and her organization had collected. PM printed
her statement accusing the officials, the church, and the
clergy of negligence, and called for immediate official
action to stop the "fascist outbreaks."
"These attacks upon Jewish children are the com-
c plete responsibility of Governor Saltonstall, Mayor
Tobin, the church and clergy — all of whom have
for three years buckpassed and ignored the tragedy.
These are not just assaults upon Jewish children;
they are manifestations that the Christian Front still
thrives and is encouraged in Boston. These attacks
will lead to riots if their perpetrators are not
arrested and jailed.
There is only one way to stop them, the Governor
and the Mayor must enforce the laws of this common-
wealth. And there is a second and more permanent
way to stop such fascist outbreaks -- that is by
an official investigation spotlighting the ring-
leaders of the Christian Front hatelers who unques-
tionably are directing these would be pogroms.
These ever-increasing Incidents in Dorchester
are a disgraceful exhibition of native fascism.
They are a hangover of Coughlinism promoted by Moran
and heightened by recurrent visits of Edward Lodge
Curran of Brooklyn 1
As will be seen, many responsible persons did not
subscribe to Miss Sweeney 1 s belief that the Christian
Front was nourishing the attacks. But many others did.
Those of the latter group were not officials in a posi-
tion to lose prestige by the admission. The following
1. News item in PM, October 18, 1943.
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article from the New York Times described the governor's
attitude before he became aware of the facts:
WRITER OP "TERROR” EJECTED IN BOSTON
Boston, Oct* 18 (AP) Arnold Beichman, of PM who
wrote that there had been anti-Semitic outbreaks in
Boston and that they had been hushed up, was ordered
from the State House today by Governor Leveret
t
Saltonstall.
Mr* Beichman had asked admission to the Governor*
s
press conference and was introduced to the Governor
by another newsman who said:
"This is the man who wrote the story in PM about
the
.
"
—
The Governor, rising from his chair, interrupted
to say: "I should think that was a stinking article
and you get right out of this office. If you are
coming to Boston, I think you should investigate
and tell the truth.
In further refuting Mr. Beichman* s story Gov.
Saltonstall said that he considered it "far from
the truth", and added: "I most certainly do not
want persecution of any minority group in this state,
either racial or religious."
"Such stories stir up trouble and hurt the war ef-
fort. Conditions are good in the commonwealth.
Prom a religious and racial point of view, everyone
is working well and cooperating."2
There were months of controversy in which most of the
officials involved denied any responsibility. Their claims
of Juvenile delinquency may be matched against those of
persons who belonged to social organizations, students of
1. Associated press dispatch in the New York Times ,
October 12, 1943.
2. News item in the New York Times, October 18, 1943.
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race relations, and the victims themselves
Mayor Tobin: Commenting today for the first time
since anti-Semitic disturbances became an issue here.
Mayor Tobin said, "From a check of the cases it
appears to be strictly a juvenile situation* ”1
Police Commissioner Timilty: "Many. . . . includ-
ing the writer and State Commissioner of Public
Safety, John F. Stokes are of the opinion that the
outbreaks are attributable to misguided youths.”2
Police Commissioner Sullivan: Boston’s new police
head reiterated that outbreaks of some weeks ago were,
in his mind, the acts of rampaging youths and not
any organized campaign against those of the Jewish
faith. 3
Against these officials there was aligned a formidable
list of persons who disagreed with these officials upon
the nature of the motivation which led to the assaults.
A few of the more outstanding follow:
Rev. Dr. Frederick M. Eliot of the American Uni-
tarian Association says: ”We have allowed the pat-
tern of Nazism to grow up amongst us.” The speaker
declared that there is a much more deep-seated cause
for the occurances than merely an outbreak of juvenile
delinquency. 4
Max Lerner, former Williams College professor,
addressed the 39th annual meeting of the Massachusetts
Conference of Social Workers at Hotel Statler. He
said hoodlumism in Boston was not just ”kid stuff”
and that it was ”a manifestation of an inherent
Fascist disease and corrosion of the democratic con-
science . ”5
1. tfews Item
October 21, 1943.
2. News item
3. News item
4. News item
in The Christian Science Monitor,
in The Boston Glebe , November 24,
in The Boston American
,
December
in The Boston Globe, October 25,
1943.
1, 194
1943.
5
5 News item in The Boston American, December 1, 1943
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Dr* Gordon W* Allport, Chairman of the Department
of Psychology In Harvard University and a national
authority in the field of propaganda analysis,
expressed himself on the matter of subversive acti-
vities in Greater Boston. Professor Allport is
wholly in agreement with Bishop Oxnan i.e., that
"The whole pattern of recent attacks looks like
incipient fascism."!
"Racial troubles not *kid stuff,*" Schoenberg says.
Taking exception to a statement attributed to Boston*
s
new Police Commissioner, Col. Thomas P. Sullivan,
the acting president of the American Jewish Congress’
New England Division charged yesterday that organized
hate and groups formerly identified with the Chris-
tian Front were largely responsible for the outbreaks.
The speaker, Edward L. Schoenberg of Dorchester,
said that: "Teen-age kids don’t engage in that
kind of stuff unless they f d heard anti-racial talk
from their parents or read propaganda distributed
by organized groups. "2
Bishop Bromley Oxnam: "The beating of Jewish boys
in the Boston area is not the work of hoodlums, but
of dangerous organized forces that lie back of the
anti-Semitic campaign," Bishop G* Bromley Oxnan of
Boston area of the Methodist church declared today.
3
The Jewish viewpoint: Rabbi Joseph S. Shubon,
President and Samuel Kalesky and Albert Hurwitz of
the American Jewish Congress issued a statement
last night charging the "Christian Front" with poi-
soning the citizens of Boston with "vicious propa-
ganda . "4
Francis Moran: "A lot of hell is being raised
right here in Boston," he said. "I guess I had
something to do with that," Moran boasted, his thin,
bloodless lips barely parting as he spoke. 5
IT News item in The Jewish Advocate, November 11,
1943.
~
2. News item in The Boston Globe , November 29, 1943.
3. News item in The Boston Post , October 21, 3943.
4. Ibid.
5. Carlson, John Roy, under Cover , E.P. Dutton and
Company, Inc., New York, 1943, p. 453.
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After the dramatic expose of conditions in their city,
Boston newspapers began to print news and opinions about
the race riot conditions; they echoed official attitudes
in their newsstories. A typical example of a Boston story
of this period is one that appeared in The Boston Herald
of October 19, 1943.
SALTONSTALL SCORES 'RACE RIOTS' STORIES
"Such stories (as PM' s) stir up trouble and hurt
the war effort," Governor Saltonstall asserted yes-
terday.!
The story proceeded to discredit the sensationalism
of such PM terms as "pogroms" and "heights of violence."
The files of the Governor's office were said to have
received three complaints of anti-Semitic incidents and
they had all been referred to Police Commissioner Timllty
for investigation.
This bit of intelligence illustrates how well the
Governor was denied the facts. The report of the Com-
missioner of Public Safety which came out later described
approximately forty anti-Semitic incidents.
The concluding paragraph in the Herald story is in-
teresting in the light of later findings that proved that
dozens of incidents had been booked by the police in 1943.
Commissioner Timilty . . . (stated) . . . that
for some time he has had six Jewish officers work-
ing in plain clothes in the Dorchester-Roxbury-
Mattapan district and that they had found no evi-
dence of anti-Semitic assaults.
2
1. flews Ttern in The Boston Herald , October 19, 1943.
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The startling lack of unanimity of opinion regarding
the nature of the anti-Semitic attacks highlighted a ques-
tion, which only time and cumulative evidence could
answer; Was the anti-Semitic trouble fascist inspired?
The background to these events assists the reader in draw-
ing his own conclusions.
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CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND OF THE STORY
Fascism In Boston
In nearby Winthrop, during the night, hoodlums
smeared swastikas on Jewish store fronts and on
the sidewalk.
1
Even before the war native fascists were active in
America. There were influential and powerful figures
who admired the philosophy and methods of Hitler and
Mussolini and who founded their own goose-stepping or-
ganizations. They held regular meetings devoted to the
cause of spreading the fascist doctrine in the United
States. These men were opportunists who predicted a
victory for Germany and Italy.
American newspapers and the public underrated the
magnitude of these forces in our country. Protected by
the constitutional rights of free speech and freedom of
assembly, fascist leaders were aggressive and belliger-
ent in their recruiting campaigns which enlisted
thousands of Americans as active followers. They offered
fraternal meetings, attractive uniforms, military drill,
and an opportunity to be a ’’crusader" for the cause of
1. News item in The Dally Worker , October 22, 1943.
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American fascism. These appealed to the little man»s
vanity and gave him a feeling of self-importance by let-
ting him become a military man, make speeches, distribute
pamphlets and relieve his pent-up feelings of inferiority
by cursing the standard fascist scapegoat — the Jew.
Propaganda
Many of the leaders began to receive funds from unex-
plained sources to accelerate their work. Propaganda was
distributed in several varieties of printed matter. There
were newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, handbills, and
posters carrying the message of ill will. Much of the
material praised Hitler and fascism and denounced Great
Britain, Russia, the Jews, and all war mongers.
One of the most powerful propaganda sheets was Father
Coughlin* s Social Justice , mouthpiece of the Christian
Front organization. This newspaper had a circulation of
thousands to amplify the fascist propaganda in America.
It quoted directly from Goebbels* speeches and reprinted
articles from World Service and other Nazi organs. Father
Coughlin was only one of several active propagandists.
Other material ranged all the way from the speeches of
prominent jew-baiting Americans to the throwaway sheets
for army camps and schools containing doggerel aimed to
humiliate the American Jew.
One example of the most damaging type of manuscript
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was a sheet distributed by a Montreal office. Some of the
titles in the tract The Key to the Mystery are:
THE GREAT CONSPIRACY
COMMUNISM, A WEAPON FOR JEW CONQUEST
THE DREADFUL JEWISH SECRET OF BLOOD
FREE MASONRY, A DANGEROUS INSTRUMENT OF JUDAIZATION
WHY JEWS CANNOT BE NATIONAL CITIZENS
Boston was an important center of fascist propaganda
in America. Such prominent papers as Social Justice were
banned soon after the war began. Smaller papers continued
to be anti-American and pro-Axis throughout the duration.
The Italian News
,
a foreign language paper, said on
August 15, 1941, ”1 stand unequivocally for two Isms,
namely Americanism and Fascism". It was a small sheet
with a wide hand to hand circulation in Italian circles.
Some of the prominent fascist books that circulated
throughout the country were:
Planned Economy by Mrs. Leslie Fry.
America in Danger Charles Hudson.
The Red Network Mrs. Elizabeth Dilling.
The International Jew Publ. by Henry Ford ( Dearborn-
Independent )
The Eighth Crusade Distributed by the Nazi Fichte Bund.
This list is but a sample cross section of the thou-
sands of publications consisting of books, magazines, tracts,
and leaflets that were distributed all over the country.
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Boston Leaders
There were two notorious fascist protagonists in the
city of Boston, as well as hundreds of small fry who be-
longed to the America First, Christian Front, or other
groups that swore to the emotional speeches of Father
Coughlin and his imitators. There were also the thousands
who knew about the fascist virus in their city and did
nothing about it. By their tolerance, they allowed the
propaganda to continue circulating, and to some degree
might be called guilty as were the active supporters of
the little fuehrers.
This section will point out many of the activities of
one of the most powerful and notorious leaders of the
Boston fascists — Francis P. Moran, Coughlin* s eastern
leader of the Christian Front. Moran was an effective
propagandist and a rabid anti-Semite, as the excerpts from
various, papers below will testify.
The Providence Journal
.
November 3, 1939, announced
that Father Curran would address a mass meeting in Paw-
tucket November 10th, sponsored by "The Friends and
Neighbors Club of Pawtucket, a unit that has enunciated
the principles of Rev. Charles E. Coughlin.” The
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Providence Journal of November 11, 1939, reported this
meeting:
Several men prominent in public life sat on a
Pawtucket platform last night with Prank Moran,
New England organizer of the Christian Front and
heard him charge President Roosevelt with "treason"
and accused him with being a "jew" . . . Moran
charged that Communism in this country "reached
from the White House into every strata of govern-
ment . . • •
"
17
The Boston Traveler of November 11, 1939, added that
Moran referred to the President as "Rosenfelt," charged
that high administration officials in Washington were anti-
Christian, and said that Mrs* Roosevelt was a regular
visitor at the Communist Party headquarters in New York
City.
A news item in the Malden press1 of December 20,
1940, reported a Christian Front meeting in Malden on the
19th:
Moran frankly admitted he was intolerant and had
no use for democracy as a form of government.
Specifically he defined "Democracy — the same as
going to hell." He went on to explain that this
country is supposed to be a "representative re-
public. "
The Boston Globe of June 3, 1941, in a front page
article by John Alden, reported that the Front the previous
evening gave a public showing of the Nazi propaganda film
1. News item in The Malden News, December 20, 1940.
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"Victory in the West."
Women in the audience having sons in the U. S.
Army were urged by Moran, Director of the Christian
Front, to tell their sons what they had seen in
the film and to impress upon their sons the impos-
sibility of any nation’s defeating the German Army. 1
The Boston Post
. January 6, 1942: Acting on the
orders of Police Commissioner Timilty to halt im-
mediately the sale or distribution of books he
branded as "enemy propaganda," the Boston police
last night seized fifty-one paper-bound volumes
from Francis P. Moran • . . All books were products
of the Flanders Hall Publishing House ....
The Bo 3ton Herald of January 7, 1942, stated; The
FBI has declared that Flanders Hall pamphlets are the
work of George Sylvester Viereck, registered Nazi
propagandist in the United States.
The Bo 3ton Globe reported on January 16, 1941 on
Moran’s sabotaging of a New England town meeting:
A group of 100 or more hecklers who cheered Verne
Marshall, No Foreign War Committee chairman, and
booed Mayo A. Shattuck, New England Vice-Chairman of
the Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies,
kept the New England Town Meeting debate last night
on "Aid to Britain: Give, Lend or Withhold?" in a
constant uproar at Civic Music Hall, 264 Huntington
Ave. About 500 were jammed into the small hall.
Among those who shouted objections were a group of
Christian Fronters led by Francis P. Moran.
Another Boston fascist leader of note was Edward H.
Hunter. He founded the Industrial Defense Association,
Inc., and later the Industrial Defense Service and the
Swastika League of America to carry out his work. After
Hitler came into power he mysteriously began to receive
1. News Item in The Boston Globe, June 3, 1941.
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$300 a month to devote to the publication of an extensive
line of Nazi tracts. When asked to give his opinion of
the American Bund he replied:
"We don*t want no Hitler here. We don*t want no
Bund to run our country. We want one hundred per
cent Americanism. Of course Hitler is doing a fine
job in Germany. We ought to do the same thing here,
but we want to do it our way. "1
These examples show what type of men were active in
representing Hitler and all that he stood for. Such men
were tireless as only zealots can be, and they reached out
to thousands of persons to gather a substantial following.
Anti-Semitism
World War II saw the first application of violent
anti-Semitism upon an international scale. The Nazi party-
needed a scapegoat to blame for Germany 1 s misfortunes.
By an escape method, the German people could place the
blame upon the Jewish race for losing the first world war,
the difficulties of the war*s aftermath, the depression,
and communism. The seizure of their wealth financed Nazi
schemes of re-armament and conquest, which resulted in tbe
second world war.
Early German successes and efficient propaganda
methods sold fascism abroad. Fascism brought active anti-
Semitism to America with its resulting violence, which
1. Carlson, op. clt .
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was a product its foreign instigators wished for.
An item from The Boston Herald . September 13, 1941,
proves that anti-Semitism found support in America beyond
the world of the soap box orator.
CHEERS, BOOS GREET LINDBERGH
AS HE CHARGES NEW DEAL LEADING TO WAR
Des Moines, la.. Sept. 11 (AP)j "The British,
the Jewish and the Roosevelt administration were
charged tonight by Charles A. Lindbergh as the three
most powerful groups which have been pressing the
country toward war."
The text went on to describe the audience* s reception
of Lindbergh. The meeting was one sponsored by the
America First Committee and was broadcast.
Lindbergh advised that the Jewish groups in the
country should be opposing the war instead of agitating
for it.
Referring to the Jews, Lindbergh said, "Their
greatest danger to this country lies in their large
ownership in our motion pictures, our press and
our government."1
Anti-Semitism was nothing new with World War II.
Hitler and his cohorts took a page from an American paper,
the Dearborn Independent sponsored by Henry Ford. In
1921-23 this newspaper was printing virulent anti-Semitic
propaganda. Some of the material made its way to Germany,
to return via the propaganda office of Goebbels. One
tract, entitled the "Protocols of Zion," is a classic in
1. Associated Press dispatch. The Boston Herald
.
September 13, 1941.
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the literature of anti-Semitism, It appeared in Russia
in 1905 at a time of social unrest in the Czar f s empire.
A Czarist agent. Serge Nilus, forged the publication in
hopes of fomenting a wave of Jewish pogroms to offset the
popular cry for reform and social revolution. The tract
first appeared in this country in 1921, when it was
printed in the Dearborn Independent . The following para-
graph describes the theme of the tract:
Written so as to suggest that its authors were
Jews, the book unfolds the essence of a supposed
Jewish plot to conquer the earth. In this alleged
conspiracy for world domination, seven all-power-
ful Jews — the "Learned Elders of Zion" — dictate
to the rest of their race. It is the business of
the "wise men, "say the "Protocols," to destroy the
"Aryan” world by aiding and abetting every social
malady known to man, and thus to prepare the way
for eventual Jewish dictatorship. Seen in such a
light, war, class conflict, immorality, and the
decline of capitalism are all equally Jew-inspired,
on an international scale, and are only the prelude
to a grand Semitic seizure of power.
1
It was thus that anti-Semitic attacks were widely
distributed by an American newspaper many years before
Hitler came into power. In 1943, anti-Semitism was re-
turning to America stronger than ever. Much of it found
expression in a city noted for its culture and enlighten-
ment — Boston.
1. Sward, Keith, The Legend of Henry Ford , Rinehart
and Company, Inc., New York, 1948, p. 149.
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Anti-Semitism In Boston
There has always been racial and religious strife
in Boston. The Irish Catholics, once the abused minority,
have now become the majority, and the new minority is
made up of the Jews of Dorchester, Roxbury, Mattapan,
and Brookline. Certain powerful Catholic leaders like
Coughlin and Moran had a large following, who were ready
to turn habitual race prejudice into active Jew-baiting.
Anti-Semitism was especially virulent in Boston.
Young school children were influenced to act against
their school mates. Hoodlum elements found a convenient
victim upon which to practice assault and injury.
Selden Menefee described the Boston situation early
in 1943:
Boston is today a focal point for organized anti-
Semitism. According to competent Irish sources,
at least nine out of ten Boston Irishmen are in-
fected by disruptive virus, chiefly owing to the
propaganda of such men as Francis Moran, who still
has great influence among the Boston Irish. Many
of the Catholic clergy are alarmed, but they seem
unable to do anything to offset the propaganda.
1
Anti-Semitic actions were reported by the Dorchester
Record as early as 1939. The American Jew! sh Congress ,
the Anti-Defamation League
, and the American Irish
Defense Association collected affidavits for five years
1. Menefee, selden. Assignment: U.S.A. , Reynold
and Hitchcock, Inc., New York, 1943, p. 13.
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before any action was taken. The latter group, under
Miss Prances Sweeney, armed with all types of evidence,
tried in vain for three years to get action from police,
politicians, and newspapers. The situation seemed hope-
less, until the PM expose which related many of the inci-
dents. The following are a representative cross section:
The L Street bathhouse has become the arena for
anti-Semitic savagery; so much so that few Dorches-
ter Jews dare go there.
During the recent Jewish Holy Days, 15 windows
of the Southern Avenue synogogue were smashed. . . .
Five weeks ago, fifteen awnings of Blue Hill
Avenue shops were slashed.!
To get an insight into the feelings of the Jewish
victims, the following affidavit serves as a typical case.
The woman was one whose husband was away in the service.
She was left to care for the only child, a boy ten years
of age
.
To Whom It May Concern
I live in a duplex house and we are four Jewish
families. I have a boy who is ten years old, and
who is gradually getting the feeling that the whole
world is against him because he is Jewish. My boy
is old enough to do errands for me, but he can not
do them without being beaten up.
I believe that the entire street is anti-Semitic,
but particularly the young boys of twelve and four-
teen years of age. The seed of hatred is so well
planted in their minds that they humiliate the
grown-ups as well as the children.
1. News item in PM, October 18, 1943.
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On© day
,
some time ago, my boy on the way to
school stopped to chat with a youngster by the
name of Billy Cardoza, the boy’s mother was look-ing out the window and said to Billy, ’’Give this
picture to the dirty Jew and let him hang it up
in his kitchen.” (The picture happened to be of
Hitler) • So my boy told her to hang it in her
kitchen. Well, the answer she gave him is not
worth repeating. When my boy told me this story,
I disregarded it because there was no body abuse.
However, since then the situation has become un-
bearable. There is a gang of about five boys on
this street between the ages of twelve and four-
teen years of age, and they have fought off every
youngster who tried to play with my boy because he
is a Jew. In addition to that, they have beat up
my boy every chance they had.
On one occasion, some time ago, he had a little
Jewish boy come home with him from Hebrew School to
play in my back yard. Well, the gang succeeded in
breaking up the game as well as grabbing the Jewish
boy by the throat and demanding that he say a Jewish
prayer or they would kill him. Naturally, my boy
called to me for help, which brought on a good beat-
ing for him. I took the boy half way home and
decided to take my boy to Mr. white's house and
explain the situation. When the gang of boys saw
me coming to their house, they ran ahead of me, and
by the time I arrived there, they had a swell speech
prepared that everything I complained about was
simply lies. The boy's grandmother who greeted me
at the door said that her ’’Billy wouldn't do that”
and her ’’Johnny wouldn't do that” and that is as
far as it got ....
The few incidents that happened recently just
tear my heart out. Two of the boys involved are
pupils at the Longfellow School and are street
monitors. Whenever my boy, Philip, would want to
cross the street, they would force him to stop, and
when he would stop, they would force him to cross.
Then immediately after their revenge, they would
call all over the street that Philip Prank, the
Jew, did the wrong thing and that he would be re-
ported. Sure enough the next day, a report would
be passed in to the teacher. When my boy tried
to explain, the teacher would merely say that
monitors have to be obeyed. As a result, the
youngster would come home crying that nobody be-
lieves him when he is telling the truth, but the
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monitor is believed although he tells lies.l
)
Sincerely
Mrs.
25
»
Antrim Street
Cambridge, Mass.
\
These examples constitute only a fraction of the
evidence brought to light of anti-Semitic feeling and pro-
fascist activity in Boston in 1943. Whether or not the
two were related was a subject for debate.
T. From the records of Aldino Felicani, editor and
publisher of The Counte rcurrent (The Excelsior Press)
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CHAPTER IV
ATTITUDES
Some Boston institutions have teen severely critized
for their attitude toward the Dorchester story and Its
larger implications before the facts were given to the
public. A small group called the American Irish Defense
Association headed by Miss Prances Sweeney (see Infra
pH)), tried in vain to arouse officials and the police
to action. The schools made only perfunctory attempts to
teach democratic equality and fair play.
An interfaith group representing Catholics, Protes-
tants and Jews, called the Good Neighbor Association
(see Infra p£8) attempted to cultivate better relation-
ships. It was an active organization, but unable
effectively to neutralize anti-racial poison. The fol-
lowing article from PM October 19, 1943, will describe
the purpose of the association:
Rabbi Samuel I. Korff disclosed that the attacks
began about three years ago. At that time he con-
ferred with Protestant and Catholic clergymen in
the area and organized an inter- faith group. Monthly
sermons were delivered against such assaults by all
three faiths In local places of worship. The situa-
tion quieted down for about eight months, and then
flared up again in August, 1942.
The attitude of such institutions as the press, the
church, and of political officials at the time of the
expose, is examined in the following paragraphs.
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The Press
The Boston press had been criticized numerous times
for its failure to speak out on public issues which were
likely to cause local repercussions. Private interests
control Boston newspaper policies. The lack of editorial
* spunk* influenced the Nieman Fellows to write of Boston:
It . .
. fi SJ • . . a city whose Yankee bankers,
trustees ana coupon clippers are content to tolerate
the city*s corruption so long as they control its
economy and can go home at night to well-kept houses
and well- schooled children in the suburbs. The late
Lincoln Steffens once called Boston the most corrupt
city in the United States. Boston *
3
press has never
excited itself about it.l
Boston, ninth American city in size, ranks second in
the number of its daily newspapers. New York has nine,
Boston eight. These eight are operated under five owner-
ships:
The Post is owned by Richard Grozier.
The Herald and the Traveler by a group of New England
capitalists.
The Record , the American, and the Sunday Advertiser
by the Hearst chain.
The Globe, morning and evening, by the estates of
Charles H. Taylor and Eben Jordan.
The Christian science Monitor by the Christian Science
Church.
1« Nine Nieman Fellows, Your Newspaper
, The MacMillan
Company, New York, 1947, p. 40.
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The reluctance of city newspapers to hold an edlto
rial mirror up to Boston brought criticism from many
quarters. An amusing satirical piece appeared in the
little anarchist newspaper Countercurrent :
Boston!
a
Once upon a time somebody called Boston the
poorfarm of American journalism.
He wasn’t wrong and times haven 1 1 changed any.
It’s hard to tell just what’s the matter with
local newspapers. They won’t stay awake long
enough to talk.
The He raid and the Traveler are owned by a
bank. They are about as interesting as a banker,
who never strikes one’s attention except when he
says, "Yes, you may have the money,” or ”Yes,
we’re going to foreclose."
The Globe has many friends. It never alien-
ated the affections of anybody, good or bad.
Particularly, it never scolded a rascal.
The Post has an absentee landlord. Absentee
landlords never did Ireland any good, and the
Post is none the better for the one it has.
The Christian Science Monitor is good and fair
and accurate, and who reads it?
The American and the Record are owned by
William Randolph Hearst. They speak to the
readers who suspect, down in their little hearts,
that maybe, in some respects. Hitler’s got some-
thing there. • .
1. Editorial in The Countercurrent, March, 1944.
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Not a word had been printed about anti-Semitism in
any Boston daily newspapers before October, 1943. Their
silence was so complete that obviously something besides
lack of interest accounted for it. Time magazine of
November 1, 1943 states the reason for press silence as
%
given by one of the large Boston newspapers:
Said the Boston-published Christian Science
Monitor 1 s able, scholarly managing editor, Erwin
D. Canham: "The Monitor has been investigating
anti- Jewish violence in Boston for many months.
We did not print a comprehensive story because
many responsible leaders in the Jewish community
were grievously disturbed at the prospect of
publicity, fearing it would do more harm than
good.
"
Documentary proof of press silence can be seen in
the copy of the letter of inquiry below sent to the
Boston newspapers, and the answers received. All of the
newspaper libraries were" canvassed for information re-
garding news, or editorial matter about anti-Semitism,
or fascism in Boston that appeared in any issue from
January 1, 1940 to October 18, 1943. Not one single
newspaper could supply an instance of any linage on the
%
two subjects in the given period. The Herald-Traveler
Corporation attempted to supply dates, but close exami-
nation will prove that all of the material which the
Traveler
,
or the Herald printed was after the later date.
This was after the PM accusations that the Boston press
had been hushed up for three years when all of the Boston
newspapers began to print the facts.
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(Copy, Letter of Inquiry)
48 Atherton Road
Brookline, Massachusetts
April 7 (and June 9), 1949
Library
Newspaper
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Sirs:
Please supply me with the following information:
On what dates did you print news accounts or edito-
rial material from January 1, 1940 to October 18,
1943 on either of these two subjects:
1. The American fascist movement in Boston.
2. Anti-Semitic disturbances in Greater Boston.
I am seeking this information in connection
with some thesis work at Boston University.
Yours very truly.
Griswold
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The Christian Science AYonitor
Publi.ked by Tke CkrUttan Selene* Publitking Society
One Norway Street. Boston IS Massachusetts
Editorial Department
Aoril 1?, 19*4-9
Mr. Perlev J. Griswold
48 Atherton Road
Brookline
Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Griswold:
.
TTnon receipt' of your letter of April 7, we made a careful
search o^ our files hut were unable to locate articles in The
Christian Science Monitor on the subjects you mention between
the dates given. We are sorry that we cannot be of service to
vou in this instance.
Sincerely yours
THE CHRISTIAN. SCIENCE MONITOR
( Figure 1
.
)

H. D. GROZIER
Publisher
ESTABLISHED 1831
Telephone
LAFeyette 1383
259 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON 6, MASS. June 13 , 19^9
Mr. Perlev J Griswold
51b ^ain Street
Medford, Mass
Dear Mr. Glrswold:
There is nothing available in our files on the two subjects you mention
between ‘'an. 1, 1940 and October IS, 1943 .
tfery truly yours,
Boston Po3t Library
(Figure 2.)

(The Boston Record-American- Advertiser reply
was typed at the bottom of the letter of Inquiry)
.
c dates Qxv.
1943 on either of these two subjects:
1. The American fascist movement in Boston.
2. Anti-Semitic disturbances in Greater Boston.
I am seeking this information in connection
with some thesis work at Boston University.
rial material from January 1, October 18,
Yours very truly
Perley lq
SORRY, BUT THE ABOVE REQUESTED INFORMATION
IS NOT AVAILABLE.
LIBRARIAN
(Pigure 3.)

34 .
JJoaton (globe
BOSTON 7 MASS.
June 17, 1949
Mr. ^erley J. Griswold
516 Main St.
Medford, Mass.
Dear Griswolds
I am sorry we can not furnish you with the
desired information for your thesis. Possibly the Boston
Public library may be able to help you.
ECT: sc
i
Yours truly.
- X /, /Vi
Ltt'*
Esther J. Tomelius
( Figure 4
.
)
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BOSTON 12. MASS.
HA NCOCIC 6 3 000
THE BOSTON HERALD
*3*$f*n Crabrltx
BOSTON SUNDAY HERALD
THE BOSTON HERALD TRAVELER CORPORATION
June 16, 1949
Mr* Perley J* Griswold
516 Main Street
Medford, Mass.
The following is the information
you requested in your letter of June 9th*
Anti-Semitism;
Editorial. • . .Herald
Editorial.
. , .Herald
Editorial. • • *Herald
News stories. . .both
Oct.
Oct 21, 1943
Nov 11, 1943
Dec. 14, 1943
papers on many dates
and Nov. 1943
We have no record of the Fascist
movement in Boston.
(Figure 5.)
The Boston press began to print material after the
PM bombshell. Reports of incidents, investigations and
official opinions were given in detail after the press
awoke belatedly to the news situation. It then reported
events faithfully, but with a tongue-in-cheek attitude.

One typical columnist will illustrate the attitude of
the Boston press at the beginning of the anti-Semitic in-
vestigation* Bill Cunningham, Boston sports writer, and
self-styled authority on politics, economics, and sociology,
projected his ideas in the Boston Sunday Herald . He was
given front page billing, and he made the most of it in an
attempt to discredit fascist influences and to emphasize
the juvenile delinquency side of the whole affair. Writing
in the October 24 Boston Herald
,
Cunningham refutes the
sensational accusations made by Arnold Beichman in PM :
There have been many charges of numerous beatings
in the Dorchester trouble. Can this possibly be
true? The answer is Yes — after it is definitely
understood that teen age kids, not grown men, are
involved. This is a straight problem of juvenile
delinquency, of which the war has brought many
manifestations . . . Any article failing to make
clear that only gangs of juvenile toughs in their
teens are involved is dealing in straight subter-
fuge . 1
Cunningham continued with a long explanation of why the
press had been silent. Jewish leaders had "hesitated
unduly to excite their own people . .
.
(and] . . . non-
Jews . ”2
He claimed that city and state officials had not
turned their backs upon the problem. f,They were working
upon such cases as theyWe known about and have the
1. Cunningham, Bill, Column in the Boston Herald ,
October 24, 1943.
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records to prove it."l Then followed a few words of
doubt that the police department had done its best.
"There seem3 to be considerable evidence that the police
work has been lackadaisical. In too many evidences the
trouble has been brushed off as kid stuff . . . The
Cunningham column concluded by decrying the "exaggeration
of this weird and nasty juvenile business ... or the
implication that the tradition of freedom for all peoples
has been supplanted. "3
The Boston press was slow to adopt the ideas of
many of its prominent citizens that danger lurked in
Boston. It proved ultra-conservative, but it awoke after
October 18, to cover racial news events as though to
disprove any accusations of news suppression.
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The Church
Many persons became conscious of the attitudes that
the Church displayed on racial issues. It was looked to
for leadership, but found lacking in a period of social
unrest.
Unfortunately as it may be, the Roman Catholic
Church is going to be held to account for Coughlin,
Curran and company by the American people. Any
fine distinction drawn between a priest speaking
for the church and a priest speaking as an irre-
sponsible individual will be beside the point in
the final adding up of the score as it is mean-
ingless to many Irish Americans in Boston today.
If the official Catholic hierarchy in America
doesn*t know this, it is time someone told them.
For the sooner the responsible Catholic authori-
ties act on this knowledge the better will be the
relations between the church and the rest of the
nation in years to come.l
There was so much activity by irresponsible Catholic
priests such as Coughlin and Curran that a controversy
raged over the Church 1 s responsibility and attitude. The
bad impression created by the demagogues was not effaced
by the good works of other Catholic churchmen and laymen.
The sensational and the notorious words of a few were
publicized, while the hundreds of more humble workers of
the Catholic church were hardly noticed. A few selections
which impressed the public either to question the attitude
of the Catholic church or to sympathize with it are in-
cluded in the following section.
1. Grant, Donald, "Coughlin's New Capital, " The
Nation, CLIV (March 21, 1942) 334-36.
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The letter from Rev. Mgr. John Wright, of the Archbishop’s
House, Brighton, Massachusetts, demonstrates the alleged
Catholic attitude of non—cooperation. It is a reply to
the Rev. David R. Hunter, Rector of the Church of the Holy
Spirit in Mattapan, in answer to his request for inter-
faith action:
The Very Rev. Mgr. John Wright
Archbishop’s House
Brighton, Mass.
February 22, 1945
Reverend and Dear Mr. Hunter:
Your letter served as an abrupt reminder that I
had not yet fulfilled my promise to canvass opinion
in the Dorchester-Mattapan-Hyde Park area as I had
agreed to do ... .
Since receiving your letter, I have applied
myself diligently to the question, consulting many
priests and even more lay people with regard to the
possibility of increased Catholic cooperation with
the organization in which you are interested. C^he
Good Neighbor Association/^ The results of my con-
versations are not encouraging to the prospects of
the cooperation you seek; in fact, I find the organ-
ization the object of grave reservations on the part
of persons whose integrity and good will I cannot
possibly call in question ....
. • . More and more, rather than less and less,
one encounters people who are very much alive to the
dangers of war time and post-war tensions, but who
are convinced, seriously and with all generosity,
that these safeguards and correctives must be moral
and religious. In a divided Christendom, this fact
has one practical corollary, lament it as we may;
moral and religious disciplines are best taught, if
not alone taught, within our several Churches. Our
priests and people are convinced of the necessity of
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making ourselves far more thoroughly good Catholics
if we are to get along with our neighbors ... We
are beginning to count more and more on the centripetal
forces of the Faith, spiritual, educational, and social,
as a means of making not merely good Catholics, but
also good citizens and good neighbors out of our people.
We are enheartened, rather than scandalized when we
find devoted Protestants of a like mind with regard
to their spiritual traditions. Robert Frost in his
poem "Mending Walls’
1
has something to say about good
fences making good neighbors. The contrary implica-
tion, given the fact that Christians must remain in-
definitely divided, is no less true: the leveling of
fences can produce contentious neighbors and community
chaos ....
Faithfully yours,
John Wright
Failure by prominent religious leaders to define a
Catholic policy inspired Wallace Stegner to criticize that
church in an article in The Atlantic Monthly . Stegner said
that if any blame attached to the church in Boston "it
would be for lack of cooperation with other churches and
other men of good will."1
Referring to organization by Protestant clergymen of
an interfaith committee for the purpose of furthering good
will, Stegner said, ”... Some Catholic laymen were will-
ing to cooperate but most of the clergy was inert and even
aloof . . . ."2 *». . . Because of this aloofness, 11 Stegner
1. Stegner, Wallace, "Who Persecutes Boston?",
Atlantic Monthly, CLXXV (July, 1944) pp. 45-52.
2. Ibid.
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continued, "there have been people who jumped to the
conclusion that because the Boston Roman Catholics are
not active in suppressing anti-Semitism, they must there-
fore condone it."
1
The Stegner article elaborated upon the history of
persecution in Boston, first against the Irish-Catholic s,
and then against the Jews. The Irish and their Catholic
leaders were blamed for the lion’s share of anti-Semitism
in 1944, because of Jew-baiting activities of the first,
and passive acceptance of the situation by the latter.
Because the Catholic church hesitated to state a
policy, there was some public criticism, as the following
letter from a newspaper reader illustrates:
"A clear and precise public statement by Catholic
dignitaries, such as Cardinal O’Connell and Arch-
bishop Mooney of Detroit, denouncing anti-Semitism
in all its forms, would help to dispel the belief
of many persons that Coughlinism and Catholicism
are synonymous. It would also prove most effective
in undermining the influences of those of the
Catholic faith who are flaunting the cross and t he
flag as a means of creating ill will against the
Jews. The continued silence maintained by these
leaders of the Church is quite naturally inter-
preted by the faithful as approval of the preach-
ings of the Coughlins, Currans, Brophys, and their
Ilk. Now that the Jews are being physically attacked,
it is high time for all true Americans to demand
vigorous action by the proper church authorities
of this country. "2
1. Ibid.
2. The Jewish Advocate , November 4, 1943
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Dorothy Wayman took Wallace Stegner and Arnold
Beichman to task in America, a Jesuit publication. She
scored some telling points and discredited the anti-
Semitic controversy:
No one, of course, will deny Mr. Arnold
Beichman of New York, writing in PM or Mr.
Wallace Stegner of Vermont (via Iowa), writing
in Atlantic Monthly their right under a free
press to disseminate such opinion . • • (that
shadowy hordes of Irish-Catholics are raven-
ing up and down Boston streets in anti-Semitic
disturbances.) Nevertheless, to Bostonians
it was disturbing that forty-one complaints
of schoolboy fights over eighteen months —
out of 117,381 total complaints to the police
in a city of over a million residents — should
be magnified into a sensational indictment of
Boston as arch-enemy of the Jews, with the Irish-
Catholics of Boston as the alleged anti-Semites.
. . . Boston historically has shared so
amicably its American opportunities with fellow-
citizens that Boston is one of the largest
Jewish settlements In the United States. Among
Jews that Boston has afforded education and
opportunity was the first Jewish Justice of
the United States Supreme Court -- the late
Louis D. Brandeis; and Boston today is repre-
sented in the Supreme Court by another noted
Jewish justice -- Felix Frankfurter.
1
Miss Wayman proceeded to prove that it was purely
a case of wartime juvenile delinquency, an undermanned
police force, and a loosening of parental supervision
over children. As a remedy she suggested that young
people be given something heroic to replace war. "As
William James said, »What we need to discover in the
1 .
American
Wayman, Dorothy, "The Bad Boys of Boston
,
LXXII (October 14, 1944) pp. 24-26.
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social realm is the moral equivalent of war. ,,fl
Rev. Michael J. Ahern, S. J. of Weston College,
Massachusetts, took issue with the Signer article cri-
ticizing the Catholic church. He proceeded to prove that
the Catholic church had been very active in fighting anti-
Semitism. His address rebuts point by point the accusa-
tions Wallace Stegner made in The Atlantic Monthly .
Mr. Stegner was accused of falsehood in stating that the
Catholic church had not been active in movements to
promote tolerance in New England, and that Catholic priests
had been silent following alleged anti-Semitic incidents
perpetrated by high school children. Father Ahern pointed
to his own record alone during the past fifteen years in
which he took part in "several hundred meetings", and
"denounced intolerance and bigotry in language that
certainly was not misunderstood by tens of thousands of
New Englanders ". 2 After citing his exposure of the fal-
sity of the so-called Protocols of the Elders of Zion ,
he emphasized that his activities were always conducted
"with the express consent and approval of Archbishops and
Bishops of every diocese in which I have spoken". He
stated that at least a dozen times in the last ten years.
1. Ibid.
2. Article in The Pilot, July 15, 1944, p. 1
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he had represented Cardinal O'Connell in meetings in favor
of tolerance and good will. "All but two of these were
meetings before Jewish societies, and twice were in
synagogues . "1
In reply to Mr, Stegner's criticism that Catholic
priests had not been active in the fight. Father Ahern
proceeded to give other examples of Catholic action. . . .
”•
• • besides my participation ... in a thousand or
more meetings in other parts of the country, in at least
a dozen broadcasts, I have given utterance to the teachings
of the Catholic church and to the writings and statements
of Catholic scholars and clergymen from the Pope down
against intolerance and especially anti-Semitism. "2
The Stegner criticism was even too strong for The
Jewish Advocate
.
which printed an editorial entitled "In
Fairness” in its July 20, 1944 issue:
The author of "Who Persecutes Boston?" attempts
to 'prove' that persecution of Jews, as evidenced
recently by many 'incidents' is carried on by Irish
Catholics of Boston and that the Catholic clergy
has not been active in stemming the tide. The
author would have been more convincing had he named
at least one Boston priest who is 'behind' such
racial conflict, or who has not been active in
combating it. More grievous is the failure of the
author to mention even one layman or clergyman of
1. Loc. clt.
2. Loc. cit.
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the Catholic faith who has been active in preaching
against racial strife.
The Advocate has in its files . • . the names of
many Catholic clergyman of this area who know no
hatred for human beings; who have been indoctrinated
with love for their fellow men, Jew or non-Jew, who
have been sickened by Hitler’s butchery of Jews.
Speaking as a non-professional interfaith agency.
The Advocate says with all the sincerity at its
command that its relations with both Catholic
churchmen and laymen in this area have been most
happy.
1
Official sanction of the Catholic views regarding
anti-Semitism will best be found in an address delivered
September 6th and 7th, 1944 by Rev. Arthur J. Riley, Ph.n
librarian at Catholic St. JQhn’s Seminary, Brighton,
Massachusetts at a conference held at the Good Neighbor
Association of Dorchester, Hyde Park, and Mattapan.
Bearing the imprimatur of Archbishop Richard J.
Cushing of the Boston archdiocese. Rev. Riley’s pamphlet
sets forth Catholic views which a re frank to the point of
being dangerous to inter-religious and inter-racial peace
and harmony. The message aroused much ill-will in those
who were ready to accuse the church of an unsympathetic
attitude regarding the racial issue.
The following is an extract of Rev. Riley’s views on
1. Editorial in The Jewish Advocate, July 20, 1944.
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Judaism and anti-Semitism:
46 .
The position of the Catholic church in regard to
the Jews has been, and still is, that the Jewish
religion represents the direct antithesis and
contradiction of Catholicism ....
She (the Church) has striven to protect Catholics
from such contact with Jews as might cause harm to
the purity of the Catholic faith . . . full free-
dom to non-believers must be restricted when their
activities interfere with Catholic worship or
tend ... to contaminate Catholic truth . • • *
Jewish Contact Forbidden.
To protect the faith of Catholics, the Church
forbade such contact with Jews as might lead to
continued religious discussion, to participation,
active or passive, in Jewish religious ceremonials,
and to control direct or indirect, of Christians
by Jews which might occasion the restriction of
the practice of Catholicism ... .1
Rev. Riley continued his thesis by pointing out that
such practice as the use of the so-called "Jew badge",
and the separation of Jews into local districts (ghettos'
was purely administrative. "History shows that the
Church placed definite restrictions upon Jewish activi-
ties whenever it constitutes a danger for Catholics." 2
The paper next attempts to analyze the historial
origin for hatred of the Jewish people. He said that it
came from fear of their influence:
1. Article in The Pilot
,
September 9, 1944.
2 . Ibid.
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At one time it is fear of their hostile political
activities; at another it is their usurious and
crippling financial control; again it is fear of
their open opposition to the established religious
order; and yet again it is fear of the alleged
Jewish enmity for Christianity ... .1
The Jew was different from all other people, Reverend
Riley maintained, because of his belief and practice
"because of a tradition of such religious activity . . .
millions of them have resisted the blandishments of social
equality, of political prestige, or normal cultural life
that they might remain Jews . "2
Answering for the Church on its attitude regarding the
Jews as ^hrist-killers
* ,
Reverend Riley said:
. . . the Church has never officially said or stated
that the Jews as a race are responsible for the death
of Christ . . . objection is . . . made to the charges
that those Jews who actually procured the death of
Christ were • . Christ-killers . . . some historians
have attempted, but in vain, to show such an accusa-
tion is false ... .3
Aloofness by Catholics from contact with Jews in
cultural and Intellectual fields is encouraged, according
to Rev. Riley. This is contrary to the purpose of many
inter- faith organizations which seek to bring Catholics,
Protestants, and Jews together in common fellowship for the
free discussion of differences and the growth of under-
standing and tolerance.
1. Ibid .
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid
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"... radical anti-Semitism, " Rev. Riley said,
"is due to the stigmatization by the Church of the
Jew as a member of an unorthodox religion."
His definition of radical anti-Semitism is as follows:
Radical anti-Semitism . • . would eliminate Jews
• . • seeks to exclude them by death or expulsion
. • • denies them a part in society because of their
race alone ... .1
Reverend Riley may have given an excellent historical
synopsis of the position of the Catholic Church in regard
to Judaism. However, an act of charity by Cardinal
O’Connell on November 10, 1943, can be said to answer
critics of the Church and to illustrate modern Catholic
policy.
Cardinal Gives $1000 to Aid Jewish Fund.
Israel Friedlander, General Chairman of the 1943
Combined Jewish Appeal • . . revealed last night. . .
that a gift of $1000 had been made by Cardinal
O’Connell.
"The Cardinal in presenting the gift," declared
Mr. Friedlander, "said that he wanted to be of
some help in reaching our goal to carry on the
work in vshich we are interested. He expressed
his high regard and friendship for our people
among whom he has lived since his early days as
a parish priest in the West End."2
Nevertheless, the Catholic Church was slow in assert-
ing its stand on the anti-Semitic issue. There was some
resentment toward the Church for the pronouncements of
1. Ibid.
2 News item in The Boston Globe, November 11, 1944
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some of its priests. Only by late 1944, had many Catholic
leaders come to the fore, to act and speak for human rights
and dignity. They nullified the effectiveness of some of
their notorious brethren. The result was a dying out of
anti-Catholic feeling by late 1944, and a partial disso-
lution of the doubts regarding the modern Catholic atti-
tude toward the Jewish race.
Politics
The average newspaper reader in 1943 read many
conflicting reports regarding the seriousness of the anti-
Semitic problem. He was torn between the affidavits printed
by BM and the Time report of the problem and such state-
ments as one issued by Police Commissioner Timilty of
Boston discounting the entire question.
Boston newspapermen who interviewed Police
Commissioner J0seph P. Timilty were told that a
half dozen Jewish policemen had been assigned
some time ago to investigate rumors of anti-
Semitic activities and that thus far they had
uncovered none.
Twice this year police have been called as a
result of fights in the Dorchester district, where
there are many Jewish residents.
On March 16, two men reported that they had been
beaten, and ten days ago a fight developed among
boys after a basketball game ... .1
1. News item in the New York Times , October 18, 1943.
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One politician whose views should be examined regard-
ing anti-Semitic disorders which were sweeping Boston is
Maurice Tobin, then Mayor of Boston. For many weeks it
was impossible to get any specific opinion from Mayor Tobin.
He would not commit himself more than to say that the anti-
Semitic outbreaks were Just "kid stuff”, or child delin-
quency.
A leading organization in the anti-racist fight in
Boston was the Massachusetts Citizen 1 s Committee for Racial
Unity . The Committee organized a mass meeting to dramatize
Bos ton* s incipient fascism and invited prominent persons to
speak. Governor Saltonstall, Bishop Oxnam of the Methodist
church. Monsignor Haberlln representing Cardinal O’Connell,
and Rabbi Rubenovitz accepted invitations to speak and the
committee set to work enthusiastically on the details of
the meeting. Mayor Tobin was Invited to speak, but he
refused, and the committee was not surprised in view of
his attitude. An extract of the highlights of that meet-
ing as related by the little anarchist newspaper
Countercurrent and corroborated by other newspaper accounts
follow:
Maurice Tobin — Mayor of Boston
Well over 2000 persons crowded into Symphony Hall
Sunday night, November 28. After the exercises got
under way, lo and behold, the Mayor walked to the
backstage and proceeded to the platform • • • •
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MoQ3lgnor Haberlinl tacitly admitted that religious
hatreds exist in Boston because he said, "To despise
a man because of his religion is neither Catholic
nor American.
"
Rabbi Rubenovi tz said, • • such attacks remain-
ing as they do virtually unchallenged, engender in
youth the same Jew-baiting proclivities which started
Germany toward collapse, which is the basis for all
fascist movements."
Chairman of the meeting, Joseph Salerno . . . said
that, "education programs" for certain iio'odlums and
police were as useless "as reading the Bible to
buffaloes", and he called for their arrest and punish-
ment.
Bishop Oxnam said, "It is an act that you test a
person 1 s faith. " He condemned the Ku Klux Klan as
a sin of the Protestants* He asked his Jewish
friends to talk less about persecutions of past
centuries, and to dwell more upon the solution of
present problems.
None of these men denied the disorders in Boston.
Each of them made fervent and forthright appeals to
make Boston a more decent place for small people to
live. The Governor said, "I did^t know about these
disorders and assaults," and went on to say, "The
utmost pains will be taken to deal fairly and
thoroughly with what has happened in the past. But
our chief concern must be to prevent its happening
again.
"
Seeking to destroy the entire sense of the meeting,
and disregarding and repudiating the admissions that
had been made, the Mayor went into his well known
act of raising his voice, waving his arms wildly, and
causing the blood to rush to his head. He was now
incensed that the accusations of the Massachusetts
Citizens Committee for Racial Unity had been accepted
by these four great Massachusetts leaders. Tobin
began to roar against those "who were giving out a
false impression of a great American city". "Boston
is _a§ good as any other city in the tJ. J3.
,
" he thmcEred
1. Italics are my own.
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and went on to quote hie figures that enlistments
In the service were even higher in Boston than in
other places. ... By Tobin’s argument, the Nazi
New Order is right and democracy indeed dead. • . .1
As the evidence here testifies, there was the lack of
concurrence of opinions and ideas and attitudes that
obstructed the enforcement of a clear and logical plan of
action to fight the racial difficulties in Boston. But
public opinion finally forced official action to extend
its efforts to protect the American minority that was
being used as a scapegoat.
1* News item in The Countercurrent, November, 1943.
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CHAPTER V
ACTION
Boston was quick to act on the situation now that it
was causing so much unfavorable publicity. In 1946, John
Roy Carlson summed up the action that Boston instituted
to clean house.
In Boston, in 1943, a wave of beatings of innocent
Jews by Christian Front hoodlums brought to the city
a wave of humiliating publicity, until public opinion
rose up in wrath. Here, then, is what an aroused
community can do to clean up bigotry in its back
yard.
Governor Leverett Saltonstall established the
Governor* s Committee for Racial and Religious Under-
standing , -l of which Mrs. Mildred H. Mahoney be came
the spark plug. Boston’s Catholic and Protestant
clergymen busied themselves with long-delayed sermons
on Christian ethics. Mass meetings by civic, labor,
and interfaith groups were held. Most newspapers
fell into line and publicized an ugly situation which
had long been ignored.
Governor Saltonstall changed police commissioners2
and put an end to the negligence of those cops who
had somehow always arrived just too late to nab
Christian Front goons and had blamed the battered
victims instead . . . Through a series of courses
held at police headquarters and later at Harvard
University, 3 Boston police were given the rudiments
of inter-cultural education, including how to recog-
nize prejudice and what to do about it.
4
When the story broke. Governor Saltonstall * s attitude
1. See infra
,
p. 65.
2. See infra , p. 98.
3. See infra , p.66.
4. Carlson, John Roy. The plotters , E.P. Dutton and
Company, Inc .
,
New York, 194b, p. 57±~
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was apparently based on lack of information regarding the
true nature of the Dorchester situation. On October 19,
1943, PM published a full page telegram addressed to the
Governor. It follows in part:
PM CHALLENGES SALTONSTALL ON THE TRUTH
... WE CHALLENGE YOU, GOVERNOR, TO DISPROVE ANY
SINGLE ONE OP THE CHARGES WE HAVE MADE. WE STAND
ON THEM AND REPEAT THEM HERE BECAUSE THEY ARE TRUE.
WE WILL PUBLISH THE AFFIDAVITS THAT WE HAVE RECEIVED
AND WE WILL C HALLENGE YOU TO DISPROVE THEIR VERACITY
OR THE TRUTH OF OUR STATEMENTS IN ANY DETAIL.
NOTWITHSTANDING THE FACT THAT YOU DENIED THAT OUR
REPORTER TOLD THE TRUTH WHEN YOU THREW HIM OUT, YOU
ADMITTED TO OTHER REPORTERS AT THE PRESS CONFERENCE
THAT COMPLAINTS HAD BEEN RECEIVED BY YOU ON THE
MATTERS WHICH WE EXPOSED. AFTER ONCE STATING THAT
YOU HAD RECEIVED ONE LETTER TELLING OF THIS ANTI-
SEMITIC TERRORISM, YOU LATER CORRECTED YOUR STATE-
MENT TO SAY THAT THREE SUCH COMPLAINTS HAD BEEN
RECEIVED AND TURNED OVER TO THE POLICE COMMISSIONER.
MANAGING EDITOR, PM.
Other persons and agencies were calling up the
Governor by October 19 to request that he move to correct
the problem. Governor Sa^tonstall, having realized his
error, apologized to PM* a reporter and started an official
investigation of the troubles.
First action taken by the Governor was reported by
The Record American on October 21, 1943 under the heading:
5 TO PROBE HOODLUMS
Gov. Saltonstall yesterday appointed a committee
of five representative citizens -- Jewish, Catholic,
and Protestant leaders to aid in investigating com-
plaints of anti-Semitic hoodlumisra in the metropolitan
area and to stamp out such acts ....
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The newspaper PM in its October 20 edition, reported
other action:
SALTONSTALL ORDER TO QUELL OUTBREAKS REVEALED
Boston, October 20. Gov. Leverett Saltonstall
has ordered Police Commissioner Timilty to end the
anti-Semitic outbursts in Dorchester.
\
Saltonstall wrote the Police Commissioner Monday
afternoon following PM*
s
disclosures of the
outbreaks ....
It was also learned that Timilty was told by the
Governor to investigate personally to make sure that
there are no future assaults upon Jewish residents
of Dorchester and nearby Roxbury where other inci-
dents have been reported.
Following receipt of the Governor *s message,
Timilty summoned police captains to his office
Monday afternoon and informed them of the Governors
feelings. This conference followed earlier orders
on October 16 calling for the assignment of thirty-
five extra policemen plus two squad cars of plain-
clothesmen to cruise the Dorchester-Roxbury-
Mattapan area until further notice.
1
A great clamor for action was set up by newspapers
and public figures. One of the finest editorials upon
the subject appeared in the Nantasket Times on October
21, 1943.
THE JEW AN AMERICAN
. . . It is hoped that the unfortunate conditions
which have prompted Governor Saltonstall to act are
isolated. It seems unreasonable that some Americans,
regardless of religious affiliation, are so addle-
brained that they accept the Nazi propaganda and
attack the Jew • . . to do so is to spurn the tenets
T. News item in PM, October 20, 1943.
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of decency and Christianity.
The Jew has been silent under the lash of bigotry,
consoling himself with the traditional baring of the
other cheek* Well might the Jew react in the manner
of his fellow Americans, seeking out his foes and
visiting his revenge upon them. It is to the credit
of the Jews that they give example to their persecu-
tors much in the manner of the founder of Christianity
from whose teachings the maligner of the Jew has so
far departed.
A man or woman, boy or girl, who maligns the Jew
or any other man for any reason, religious or other-
wise is not a good American.
Governor Saltonstall worked with his committee, which
he soon enlarged. The police were alerted and warned to
be diligent in carrying out their duties. The Governor
called upon Commissioner of Public Safety John P. Stokes
to submit an official report on the situation (see infra
p.91). while awaiting word from Commissioner Stokes, the
Governor and other officials were constantly reminded of
their duties by a conscientious public. Little action
was taken by officials during that time, but considerable
action occurred among church and other social organiza-
tions.
Petitions and Pledges.
Within a few weeks after the situation was exposed,
various church and social groups had made resolutions to
act on the situation. Dozens of petitions asking for
official action were sent to Governor Saltonstall and to
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Mayor Tobin. Pledges were drawn up and circulated and
thousands signed then. The recommendations, petitions,
and pledges were the results of an increasing social con-
sciousness of the problem. They were bound to have weight
in official circles and to spur responsible persons to
action in correcting the anti-Semitic situation in Boston.
Petition sent to Mayor Tobin by approximately
100 Jewish boys and girls :
”We are a group of young Jewish boys and girls
from Roxbury, between the ages of 12 and 16.
Conditions prevailing here have become to us
unbearable. We cannot walk in the streets,
whether at night or in the daytime, without
fear of being beaten by a group of non-Jewish
boys who manage to gang up on unsuspecting
victims who have done no harm to them.
"As Mayor of Boston, we appeal to you, please
help us in ridding Roxbury of these young
hoodlums • • • •
"We can identify some of these boys, but are
afraid, for we have seen how they have beaten
some of our friends ... We now leave the mat-
ter in your hands and we are sure that you will
do your utmost to help us. Ml
1. Article in PM, October 20, 1943.
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The Massachusetts Council of Churche
s
on October 21,
voted full support of Governor Saltonstall' s advisory
committee on the anti-Semitic problem and called on the
police for decisive action to protect Boston Jews and
their property.
An announcement by Dr. Samuel A. Eliot, chairman of
the councils department of social relations, and Dr.
Prank Jennings, read:
"The Massachusetts Council of Churches, through
the department of social relations, supports the
efforts of civic and religions authorities in the
interest of improving inter-racial and inter-
cultural relations in Boston."1
On November 3, 1943, Bi shop G. Bromley Oxnam of the
Methodist Church in the Boston area
,
made a statement
condemning complacent citizens who dismissed the out-
breaks as "hoodlumlsm" or "pranks". Bishop Oxnam called
on Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant forces to "unite in
demanding that those beatings stop and that steps be
taken to discover and destroy the dangerous forces that
lie back of them.
"
2
Bishop Oxnam and eighty-nine other clergymen signed
and submitted a petition urging Governor Leverett
Saltonstall to enlarge his advisory committee on anti-
Semitism and to increase its powers and facilities to
make a thorough study of the situation.
TI iJews item in The Boston Herald , October 22, 1943.
2. News item in JPM, November 4, 1943.
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Professor Gordon Allport, Department of Psychology,
Harvard University, an expert in propaganda analysis, made
several comments upon the quantity of anti-Semitic litera-
ture that was circulating around Boston. He presented
several suggestions for dealing with the problem which
were printed in an article in The Christian Science
Monitor on November 6, 1943.
T,The cure is not easy to achieve. No one can be
ordered to solve his emotional tangles or to think
straight. But he can be legally controlled if he
prints, circulates, or speaks racial libel. Neigh-
borhood programs, special training of the police,
joint Catholic and Protestant pronouncements,
vigorous editorializing and exposure, and above all
an educational program in public and parochial
schools are some of the spearheads in an adequate
attack on Anti-Semitism. . . The Governor has ap-
pointed a small Commission. As a first step this
is good. But it needs to be greatly enlarged and
given power, facilities, and financial resources
to get at the root of the matter. It needs to
investigate thoroughly and fearlessly, and to
Initiate many-sided action. The present critical
situation must be recognized in its full menace.”
Friendship Circle* s Unity Pledge
I PLEDGE to teach my children that all men are
created equal.
I PLEDGE to keep racial intolerance out of my home.
I PLEDGE to protest every time an anti-Semitic, anti-
Negro, or anti-Christian remark is made in my presence,
for I realize that every time racial or religious in-
tolerance is allowed to go unanswered, it opens a gate
to the enemy.
I PLEDGE to do my best to keep the fifth column out
of my home and out of my neighborhood.!
1943.
1. Article in The Dorchester Record, November 24,
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Letter to Governor Saltonstall from
the New England District , International Workers Orderl
November 7, 1943
• • • We wish to voice our alarm about the
dangerous increase of anti-Semitic attacks which are
inspired by traitorous forces in our country in its
holy fight against fascist barbarism. We base our
convictions on the following facts:
1. Anti-Semitic incidents have occurred for
more than two years.
2. All theories of juvenile delinquency are
shattered by the fact that these attacks
have increased at a time when our country
is at war against an enemy whose policy
is anti-Semitism.
3. The fact that the police, of especially
Dorchester and Roxbury, have failed to
apprehend the attackers or the Instigators,
but do arrest and beat Jewish boys, and
who have openly discouraged victims from
pressing charges, and when the judge
refuses to accept complaints against these
police, denying the democratic process of open
trials, it (sic) proves beyond a doubt that
these youngsters are defended, aided and
instigated by adults in and out of respon-
sible civic positions.
4. The fact that these attacks have been ac-
companied by the painting of swastikas,
and shouting slogans against the war,
against our Commander-in Chief, and with
praise of Hitler, show[^that these young
ruffians have been tutored by fifth column,
traitorous forces.
TT Article in The Jewish Advocate, November 11,
1943.
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Recommendations
:
"First, we recommend the immediate cleansing
from the police all anti-Semites and race haters
beginning with the suspension of Sergeant Bernard
Pay who led the most recent arrest and beating
of Jewish boys in Dorchester.
Second, we recommend a statewide program of
education in all schools, to develops in our
children an understanding of all faiths, races,
and national groups based on mutual respect.
Third, that you use your respected influence
to have all church, trade union, fraternal, civic
and government leaders to speak and act against
all forms of race prejudice.
SOL VAIL,
Executive Secretary
***
POUR MASSACHUSETTS VETERANS GROUPS
FIGHT 'ANTI-SEMITIC DOGGEREL *1
State commanders of four veterans group — the
American Legion, V.P.W., Jewish War Veterans, and the
Disabled American Veterans issued a joint statement urg-
ing citizens of the Commonwealth to cooperate with law
enforcement agencies in putting an end to the "nefarious
practice of distributing anti-Semitic doggerel”.
"The practice is damaging to the war effort,” the
statement continued. "By casting aspersions on one group
it wittingly or unwittingly plays into the Nazi propaganda
technique of seeking to disrupt American unity by dividing
the American people, setting class against class, race
1. Prom a news item in The Boston Herald, November
25
,
1943
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ftagainst race, and religion against religion.
The four organizations urged all veterans and other
citizens of th.9 Commonwealth to ’’take immediate steps to
stamp out the distribution of this unwholesome and un-
American propaganda by frowning upon it and by immediately
reporting to the proper authorities the name of any person
found to be distributing such doggeral and libel."
•SHH?-
Dean Howard M. LeSourd of the Graduate School of
Boston University was reported in The Boston Traveler
,
November 11, 1943, as having taken definite steps in the
anti-Semitic battle. He formulated a pledge on which he
had obtained signatures of more than 5000 New Ehglanders
"to wage the war against hate":
"I pledge these things:
1. That I will not give ear to words of racial
or religious hate.
2. That I will not be misled by rumors or
reports aimed to stir up prejudice, and will
not spread either about my fellow Americans.
3. That I will use my voice, for whatever value
it may have, to condemn openly and on the spot
any expression, in seriousness or in jest, along
the lines of racial or religious hate."
The anti-Semitic disturbances did not stop abruptly
in 1943. Numerous beatings, fights, and near riots were
reported in early 1944. The following enclosure is a
condensed copy of the steps recommended to the Governor »
s
Commission for corrective action.
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CONFIDENTIAL
SOME SUGGESTED LINES OF ACTION
FOR THE RELIEF OF MINORITY GROUP TENSIONS
IN THE GREATER BOSTON AREA
Submitted by Gordon W. Allport
to the
Governors Commission, March 8, 1944
A. SERVICE AND PUBLIC RELATIONS FUNCTIONS
1. Receive, consider, and clear legitimate complaints
from the community.
2. Make a directory of and co-ordinate the groups now
working for better racial and inter-faith relations
in the area.
3. Provide speakers for forums, clubs, organizations
on the theme of national and community solidarity.
4. Call a conference of the press and local radio to
encourage them So function as educational and
advertising mediaD
5. Assemble and distribute in bulk to interested agencies
prophylactic literature and posters.
6. When there are conferences on civic problems, suggest
to the conveners that minority groups be included.
7. Request local universities and colleges to hold work-
shops, seminars, and to conduct researches that will
contribute to the reduction of racial and religious
tensions.
8. Request a committee of educators to draw up a platform
of objectives for an adequate educational program.
9. Request this committee (a) to examine text-books in
use for libelous and offensive handling of minority
groups, (b) to explore new texts and pamphlets for
suitable material to be used in schools.
10.
Request competent writers for children and youth to
prepare graded pamphlets on such subjects as
a) Basic similarities among racial and religious
group s
.
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b) The psychology of the tendency to scapegoat, to
project and focus blame on others.
c) The contribution of Negroes to American civilization.
d) The contribution of Jews to American civilization.
11. Call state and local conventions of teachers to consid-
er methods of increasing mutual respect among minority
groups and strengthening national unity.
12. Request Church leaders to emphasize at this time respect
toward other faiths in religious education.
C. LEGAL AND SEMI-LEGAL FUNCTIONS
13. Prepare a pamphlet on riot-control, mob action, and
the psychology of scapegoating for police education.
14. Arrange with police commissioners to institute this
pamphlet and hold instructional courses on these
subjects, and to Increase vigilance.
15. Arvange with juvenile court judges special probational
treatment for hoodlums brought in on charges of racial
or religious persecution.
16. Determine the status of the ’’Act penalizing the libel
of groups of persons because of race, color, or
religion,” and if necessary encourage prosecution of
a test-case.
Spontaneous action by various hard working social
organizations accounted for a considerable share of the
public insistence that something be done to correct the
wrongs and injustices being practiced in Boston.
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Government and Social Agencies and Their Work
The Governor* 3 Committee for Racial and Religious
Understanding!
The Governor *s Committee was appointed in 1943. It
was soon enlarged to a membership of ten men, and Mrs.
Mildred Mahoney was appointed Executive Secretary.
Education
At a state meeting of Superintendents of Schools
held at Bridgewater, April 1944, the superintendents were
impressed with the goal of the Committee. Bnphasis was
placed on the work of promoting better group understand-
f
ing, respect and good will in their schools. Also as a
result of this conference there has been added interest in
teacher- training. Courses were sponsored by the Governor
Committee and by the Division of University Extension in
Chicopee, North Adams, and Pittsfield, and during the
summer of 1944, summer school work was offered at Harvard,
Wellesley, and Boston University. Each summer since 1944
there has been an institute of Education for Democracy
given at Boston University. Special courses were given at
the State Teachers Colleges under the direction of Dr.
John J. Mahoney. A radio program, "Let Freedom Ring"
has been broadcast over station WBZ.
1. From:- Public Policy Pamphlet
,
"The Commonwealth
of Massachusetts Governor* s Committee for Racial and
Religious Understanding," Revised May, 1947.
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Cooperation With the Police
66 .
In cooperation with the Commissioner of Public Safety,
John P. Stokes, the pamphlet, "The Bulletin for Police
Administrators, ,f was written and distributed to the mayors,
chairmen of selectmen, and police officials throughout the
Commonwealth. A second bulletin, the Boston Police
Departments "Instruction on Police and Minority Croups",
was based on a course offered at headquarters of the
Boston Police Department. The principal instructor was
Professor Cordon W. Allport. The plan of this course has
been followed in other states. A member of the Boston
force, Leonard Avery, completed graduate work at Harvard
in this field with the purpose in mind of carrying on
this instruction in the Boston Police School, which meets
annually. The Covemor 1 s Committee also received reports
from the police on cases that involved racial or religious
tensions. Reports were also tabulated from other interested
groups. In the past year (1948), practically no cases have
been reported.
Other activities of the Governor 1 s Committee ranged
from making speeches to preparing scrapbooks for teachers.
The activities may be listed under ten general headings:
1. Sending out upon request, a selected amount of
pamphlet material;
2. Sending out a list of speakers;
3. Sending out a public policy pamphlet containing
the Laws on our Massachusetts statute book3 that
prevent discrimination;
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4. Preparing a quarterly Newsletter;
5. Preparing bibliographies;
6. Supporting the Fair Employment Practice Law;
7. Conferring with individuals and groups;
8. Making speeches;
9. Preparing a scrapbook for teachers;
10.
Cooperation with various Community Relations Com-
mittees. 1
In addition to the duties listed, members of the
Committee served on special sub-committees:
Conferred with labor, industry, department store
executives, and economists on employment problems of
minority groups; cooperated with the Massachusetts
Committee of Catholics
,
Protestants
,
and Jews on special
projects, such as (1) preparing material for teachers and
the general public; (2) awarding scholarships in 1944,
1954, 1946, and 1947 to the Institute on Education for
Democracy at Boston University.
Committee on Subversive Literature
Reviewed literature and recommended action to be taken.
Committee on Action for Churches and Synagogues
Developed materials to be used in church schools.
Committee on Fair Qnployment Practice Bill
Prepared digests of bill and appeared at hearings repre-
senting Governor 1 s Committee .
XT Public Policy Pamphlet
,
op. cit., p. 5.
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Committee on Radio Activities
68 .
Cooperated with a committee of superintendents and
representatives of the Division of University Extension,
State Department of Education, in planning a radio
program.
The Governor 1 a Committee was active and effective.
It used education to fight bigotry, and it won the battle.
By 1946 active anti-Semitism was a dead issue in Boston.
Racial incidents have dropped to the extent that there is
no such problem today in Boston.
After the Fair Employment Practice Act was passed in
1946, the Governor 1 s Committee was dissolved. A new
State Commission was formed to enforce the law.
The Good Neighbor Association
In 1940, a few of the religious leaders of the three
communities, Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant, organized
the Good Neighbor Association for the purpose of
"promoting and fostering mutual understanding, friendship,
and cooperation among the inhabitants of the communities
regardless of race, color, or creed."!
Founders of the Association were: Monsignor Francis
1. The Witness
,
XXVII (January 27, 1944) 3.
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X. Dolan, Rabbi Samuel I. Korff, Reverend George W. Owen,
and Reverend F. Taylor Well. Reverend David R. Hunter was
elected head of the Committee on Propaganda Analysis in
1943, and Dr. Gordon Allport, Professor of Psychology at
Harvard, acted as official consultant for the committee.
The Association was financed by voluntary contribu-
tions from men active in the organization, or interested
in its work. The first contribution to the Good Neighbor
treasury was a contribution of $2.01 from the pocket of
a Jewish soldier, Morris S. Kaplan, killed in the South
Pacific. The money, sent by his father, Benjamin H.
Kaplan, was accompanied by this note:
”1 am donating this money for the purpose that
my son lived and died for; that we may live in
peace and happiness."!
For three years the Association held regular meetings
at which common problems were discussed. In the fall of
1943, when the flagrant anti-Semitic attacks occurred, the
Association began to tackle the problem by more direct
means. Stating that the building of good relationships in
a neighborhood depended upon knowing obstacles that exist,
the prospectus of the Committee on Propaganda Analysis
formed in 1944 read:
The program of the Good Neighbor Association will
be determined in part by the reports of the members
1. From the personal records of Rabbi Korff.
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of this committee. For example, it may become
possible to take preventive educational action
in our churches, synagogues, libraries, schools
and newspapers by aiming directly at the types
of misunderstanding and friction that are reported.
Among other possible courses of action are litera-
ture distribution, inter-cultural meetings, rumor
clinics, and like activities. In more extreme
cases, we shall be prepared to make reports to
the police, or to the FBI when we know of serious
sources of conflict and subversive propaganda.
Reports from the committee may become important
in the prosecution of cases of violence or slander.
The results of the work will be made available to
/. persons and groups especially trained to study
them and develope suitable remedies.!
The Good Neighbor Association and Frances Sweeney*
s
Irish American Defense Association were active in getting
to the root of anti-Semitic troubles. They illustrate
what working social organizations can do to benefit society.
Good Neighbor Association
The Incidents . 2
Several anti-Semitic beatings occurred among students
of Dorchester High School on May 11 and 12, 1944. One of
the incidents occurring on May 12 will be summarized, and
the subsequent action by the Good Neighbor Association ,
the police, and Juvenile courts will be described.
On Friday morning, May 12, a number of parents re-
fused to send their children to school. They informed
1. The Witness, loc . clt .
2. From a report by:- Levy, Jacob, The Dorchester
High School Incidents of May 11 and 12, 1944 .
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Rabbi Korff and the school office that their children had
been threatened that they would be beaten up Friday after
school.
Rabbi Korff notified the Good Neighbor Association
and the police of the Impending trouble. The police sent
a cruising car around the vicinity of the school after
dismissal time, and Mr. Reed, headmaster of the school,
ordered eight teachers to patrol the school grounds.
Rabbi Korff asked the police to be stationed not only
near the school, but also throughout the vicinity and on
buses leaving after school hours and at Ashmont Station.
As a result of the requests, the police appeared in a
cruising car. Despite the precautions, things began to
happen when three high school boys, Harold Rose, Elliot
Levine, and Allan Stackowitz, boarded an inbound train at
Ashmont Street for down-town Boston on May 12, 1944.
Suddenly a group of about fifteen boys standing about three
deep formed a semi-circle around Rose, Levine, and
Stackowitz. The latter three stopped their conversation
and watched. One of the larger group, standing in front
of Rose, or near him had a blue sweater over his shoulder.
He took this and flicked it across the face of Rose. Rose
remonstrated because it was deliberately done. The crowd
in the meantime started to nudge and jostle Stackowitz.
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Finally someone struck Stackowitz a severe blow on the back
of the head sith some instrument. Stackowitz fell forward
and diagonally across the lap of Levine. At the same
time, Lawrence Dedian proceeded to punch Rose in the face
while Rose was seated. John Rogers, Martin Connors, and
Alfred 0 f Connor were also in the front row showering blows.
Stackowitz and Levine, in their prone position, were unable
to defend themselves. When Levine started to push
Stackowitz off himself and leaned forward in this effort,
Stackowitz was pushed back on to him. Each time Levine
leaned forward, he received many blows about the upper
back.
Mrs. Mary Kushner, a mother of three children in-
cluding a boy attending Latin School, was seated in the
car opposite the boys. At the trial, she described what
happened as follows:
"The train had just about started when all of a
sudden I noticed all of these (fifteen) boys went on top
of each other. They were trying to fight some boys who
were sitting down in front of them . . . .At the station
the three boys who were attacked grappled with those who
were before them and hit them. The three managed to get
up. When they got up, I noticed that the three were Jewish
v
boys. Rose’s face swelled out immediately. It was just
like a three inch ball right over the cheek bone just
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under one eye. His eyes welled with tears. I went to him
and asked, »Why did they hit you? Vhy did this happen?*
He answered, *I*m sorry to say, it *
3
because I am a Jew.*
I then asked, *Why didn»t you get off and go to the City
Hospital?* He answered, *0h, no. All these boys live
around here. They»ll certainly kill me.* I asked him
where he was going. He said he was going to the Boston
Trade School and that there was a doctor there in attendane
and that he would take care of him .... A uniformed
employee of the El conducted the Jewish boys off the train
at Broadway after a Gentile woman had offered the boys
some money to go to see a doctor. The Jewish boys refused
the money. "1
Stackowitz sustained a lump on the head and other
injuries. Levine sustained injury to the back.
The Investigation^
Upon reaching home late that afternoon. Rabbi Korff
learned what had happened. He called Mr. Levy, the Chair-
man of the Legal Committee of the Good Neighbor Association,
and the Rev. Snory S. Bucke of the Propaganda Analysis
Committee, giving them the name of Mrs. Mary Kushner of
1. Levy, op. cit .
,
p. 19.
2. Prom a report by Rev. Bucke, Qnory s., of the
Good Neighbor Association: A Summary of Events in Connection
wi th the Dorchester High School Case from May 12 to May 26
Inclusive.
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of 124 Selden Street, Dorchester, who had witnessed the
incident* Dr. Bucke immediately telephoned Mrs, Kushner
and found her to be very cooperative in giving him all
necessary details including the names of the three boys
who had been assaulted. After getting the facts from
Mrs. Kushner he gave the lieutenants in charge at
Stations 11 and 19 the names and addresses of the vic-
tims as well a3 the name and address of Mrs. Kushner.
The Good Neighbor Association also secured informa-
tion from witnesses of another anti-Semitic demonstra-
tion which had taken place on Thursday, May 11.
On Monday morning. May 15, Rabbi Korff, Rev. p.
Taylor Weil, President of the Good Neighbor Association
,
and Dr. Jacob Levy, having been designated as representa-
tives of the parents of all of the victims of these
assaults, went to the Dorchester High School in the
company of police. Rabbi Korff and Mr. Weil approached
Mr. Reed, Headmaster, and asked that the victims be al-
lowed to identify their assailants. . . . Mr. Reed agreed
to give the victims passes admitting them to classrooms
throughout the school. The boys were sent, however, in
groups of two or four without being accompanied by any
officers or representatives of the Good Neighbor Associa-
tion
,
or school authorities. There were three disad-
vantages to this procedure; the boys did not visit all
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of the classrooms because of the dispersion; some of the
boys were afraid of the consequences; and some teachers
refused to admit them to their classrooms.
The next morning, the 16th, Rabbi Korff and Rev.
Bucke returned to Dorchester High School to continue the
investigation. Dr. Levy joined the group for the purpose
of questioning the victims. Mr. Reed again allowed the
boys to go through the classrooms, this time accompanied
by Dr. Levy and Captain McCarthy of the police department.
As soon as the investigation began. Rabbi Korff and Dr.
Bucke left the building feeling assured that the interests
of the Good Neighbor Association in representing the
parents had been adequately cared for at this point.
However, after the boys had been able to identify
nine of the assailants. Dr. Levy and Captain McCarthy were
not permitted to question them, because Mr. Reed declared
that Dr. Gould had told him this investigation could not
be carried on in school property. The police took down
the names, but did it in such a manner that neither Dr.
Levy, nor a stenographer were able to get copies of them.
Also, instead of the police transferring these boy3 imme-
diately to the police station. Captain McCarthy requested
them to appear before the police on Saturday morning.
May 20.
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The Hearlngl
May 22, 1944
To the Honorable the Justice of the Dorchester District
Court, Dorchester, Massachusetts
Respectfully represent Harold Rose, Elliot Levine,
and Allan Stackowitz that they were assaulted and
beaten while peaceably travelling from Dorchester
High School for Boys at the close of the session
thereof on May 12, 1944, in a car of a train of said
Railway Company.
Said mentioned assault and battery occurred after
threats made the day before, of which threats both
the police and the headmaster of said school were
seasonably informed in advance.
To the hearing said Probation Officer admitted
said victims, their witnesses, three of the accused
who had appeared, and such of the parents of all of
them as were present.
Said Probation Officer barred from said hearing,
the undersigned who was to him identified as the
attorney for the victims.
Immediately after said hearing was concluded, said
victims, their witnesses, and such of their parents
as were present, met in another room of said Court
House and reported to their attorney as follows:
FIRST, that said Probation Officer denied them the
right to furnish evidence of the assaults that had
occurred on said May 11, but confined them to evidence
of alleged assaults which had occurred on said May 12;
SECOND, that no witnesses who were not themselves
also victims of assaults and batteries, were permitted
to furnish any testimony;
THIRD, that only victims were permitted to testify
as to the identities of their assailants; that those
of them who could not do so, were not permitted to
effect such identification by the use of eye-witnesses;
1. Levy, ££. cit .
,
pp. 31a, 31b, 31c.
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FOURTH, that no explanation was offered for the
absence of most of the alleged assailants who had,
as previously stated, been identified at said School,
nor testimony allowed to be offered against any of
said absentee assailants;
FIFTH, that the victim Stackowitz, was not permitted
to testify as to the assault and battery which he
sustained on said May 12;
SIXTH, that throughout these proceedings, the
Probation Officer and the Police Sergeant, by act
and word, plainly indicated their determination
to defend the alleged assailants against the
issuance of complaints, instead of performing their
respective duties of permitting the introduction of
all of such competent, material and proper evidence
as was then and there available to them for the
purpose of properly deciding the issues before them;
SEVENTH, that at t he conclusion of said hearing,
when asked what his decision was, said Probation
Officer declined to make answer.
ET GHTH, that as a result of said hearing, thus
conducted, said Probation Officer declined to recom-
mend to said clerk that complaints be issued against
said alleged assailants or any of them;
NINTH, that in the light of the manner of the con-
duct of said hearing and the results thereby obtained,
it was plainly apparent that it was the intention of
said Probation Officer to shield said alleged assail-
ants from being prosecuted for their alleged crimes;
TENTH, that the victims and their parents are not
satisfied that the law will be properly enforced in-
sofar as the same shall depend upon acts and decisions
of said Probation Officer or said Clerk;
ELEVENTH, and that the Good Neighbor Association , .
is deeply c onceraed about the apparent fact that hood-
lums may in this district attack and beat law abiding
residents without fear of punishment. . • .
THEREFORE, your petitioners, joined by said Good
Neighbor Association , respectfully request that a just
and impartial judge be assigned to conduct a hearing
to the end that all errors of commission and ommission
may be remedied,£"and that said Clerk and said Probation
Officer shall not serve againj .
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The Trial - May 26, 19441
As a result of the hearing, the following complaints
78 .
reciting delinquency by assault and battery were issued:
1. Lawrence Dedian on complaint of Rose.
2. Martin Conners on complaint of Rose.
3. John Rogers on complaint of Levine.
4. Alfred 0* Conner on complain of Levine.
Findings
:
Lawrence Dedian was found guilty of delinquency
on both the account reciting assault and battery and that
reciting disorderly conduct in a public conveyance. He
appealed.
Alfred 0* Connor was deemed by the court to have
been guilty on two like counts of being a delinquent.
Inasmuch as the government was unable to prove the
facts against Martin Conners and John Rogers, findings of
not guilty of delinquency on the counts of assault and
battery were given. The court could not prove who struck
which complainant. As to the remaining counts of dis-
orderly conduct in a public vehicle, the cases of Conners
and Rogers were continued for a six month probationary
period with the stipulation that findings of guilty would
be entered against either If he again became an offender
within that time. If they served the probationary period
with no more trouble, their cases would be dismissed after
six months.
i. Prom: Levy, og. clt .
,
pp. 32-36.
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Results
The activities of the Good Neighbor Association,
the police, and the courts achieved lasting results. Some
of them follow:
1. They impressed upon the school authorities
and particularly the headmaster of the
Dorchester High School for Boys, the sordid
history of petty persecution in the school.
2. The defendants were very much sobered by
the precarious positions into which they
placed themselves and by the possibility of
punishment unless they immediately mended
their ways.
3. The inculcation in the defendants of a dread
of the consequences of mob violence toward
any group was certain to spread among the
other students with whom they come into con-
tact.
4. There was revived in the victims a sense of
security.
5. The Good Neighbor Association shares with the
writer the unfeigned gratitude of parents of
boys attending the school.
1
1. Levy, 0£. clt .
,
pp. 39-40.
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American Irish Defense Association of Boston
A very helpful organization already mentioned was
the American Irigh Defense Association of Boston . This
organization was active in research and in collecting
and utilizing information on subversive activities and
current social problems (particularly the race question)
in the New England area.
The founder of the American Irish Defense Associa-
tion was the late Prances U. Sweeney (1907-1944). She
was a young Bostonian of Irish Catholic descent. As
executive secretary of the Association , she inspired and
contributed to numerous articles on Boston, Including
the Boston chapter in "Under Cover"! and like material
in "Assignment: IT. S. A. "2 As related, she was instru-
mental in having the anti-Semitic disorders in Boston
exposed by influencing Arnold Beichman of PM to write up
the situation (see supra p. 7)
In 1944 Prances Sweeney was posthumously awarded
the Pope Leo XIII, given by Bernard J. Shell of Chicago
to the Catholic who made the most outstanding contribu-
tion to social betterment in America.
1. Carlson, 0£. clt .
2. Menefee, 0£. clt .
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The magazine Commonweal wrote a tribute to Prances
Sweeney and described the activities by which she was
remembered:
Prances Sweeney, who died in Boston at the age of
36 on June 19, is mourned by Protestants and Jews
throughout the country as "Boston’s one-woman crusade
against the anti-Semites, the Christian Fronters,
and the fanatical isolationists."
Anti-Semitism, most shameful of Boston’s social
ills in its vicious personal attacks upon Jews so
unfortunate as to be at large and vulnerable in
the Catholic suburbs of Boston, is admitted to stem
largely from the carefully-nourished Christian Front
propaganda. Unfortunately, all Catholics are tarred
and feathered for the public misdeeds of people whose
Catholicism is no curb to their private chicaneries.
It was in defense of the Faith against their inter-
nal smirches that led Prances Sweeney, three years
ago, to embark upon a single handed war against
persecution and, literally to fight it to her death.
Due to Miss Sweeney’s work and influence Christian
Front organizer in Boston, Francis P. Moran was
forced to disband his organization.
The Rumor Clinic first started in the Boston Herald
by Miss Sweeney was an active force in uncovering
the sources of lies in enemy wartime propaganda.
Miss Sweeney established a mimeographed paper called
the Boston City Reporter which expanded the work
of the Rumor Clinic. TE exposed by name (and with
quotations) the seditious utterances of well known
Christian Fronters and isolationists; it ferreted
out and warned against the social disease carried
by anti-Jewish ribaldry in circulation.
As a memorial to Frances Sweeney, the Frances
Sweeney Committee was organized to carry on her work
for better relatiore between racial and religious
groups in Boston.
1
1. The Commonweal, XL (August 18, 1944) 7.
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The Dorchester Court Case
On October 9, 1943, a dozen air raid wardens on
routine patrol to enforce the dimout in the Boston suburb
of Dorchester noticed a small group of boys wrangling on
the corner of Geneva Avenue and Columbia Road. There were
loud words, but the wardens testified later that they saw
no fighting in progress until a police car arrived. Police
prodded the boys with nightsticks and told them to break it
up. Some of the boys ran; others somehow got involved in a
brawl with the police and were punched, clubbed, and arrested.
When noses were counted at the police station, they were
found to be four boys, all Jewish -- Robert Ruttenberg,
Jacob Hodas, Curley Poster, and Harvey Blaustein.
On the face of it the incident was not news except for
a few details. First, that the wardens testified the boys
were not fighting. Secondly, that one of the wardens saw
three Gentiles and four Jews led into the police car, but
somehow only four Jews arrived at the station. Robert
Ruttenberg, one of the defendants, testified that he had
seen Curly Foster being prodded in the stomach with a
nightstick, and when he had gone over to see what was the
matter, he had been hit and manacled by a plainclothesman.
When Ruttenberg asked Harvey Blaustein to tell his
mother what had happened. Sergeant Fay, in charge of the
'_—
'
:
'
• :.rf>
•
‘
• -
. ;
’
..
’
Ipolice squad and later prosecutor in the boys' trial,
said, "So it's Harvey you want I" and punched Harvey in
the face. At the station Ruttenberg said he saw Hodas
taken into an ante-room and heard a voice say, "You dirty
Jewl", then screams which were quickly muffled.
The Boston Traveler on October 26, 1943 reported an
affair in which two Jewish boys were taken into custody
%
and tried on charges of assault. The headlines read:
JEWISH YOUTH TELLS COURT OP POLICE BEATINC
While a Jewish boy testified in a packed courtroom
that Police Sergeant Bernard Fay beat him up and calle<
him "A yellow Jewish
,
" the Massachusetts
Citizens' Committee for Racial Unity was demanding a
probe by the FBI of a meeting scheduled tonight by
a group known as 'Friends of Father Coughlin'.
CONTRADICTS POLICE
The boy who testified was Jacob Hodas, of Holland
Street, Dorchester who, with Harvey Blaustein, was
on trial charged with participation in a fray.
Dr. Samuel Sandberg testified. . . that he treated
Hodas and that Hodas had been the victim of a
terrible beating ....
Hodas' testimony: "I said to Sergeant Fay, 'You
ought to be ashamed of yourself letting a cop beat
up a kid like Curley Foster, » and the next thing I
knew I was punched. They took me into a little
room (at the jail) and kept hitting me . . . •
”
Fay's testimony: "I saw a crowd milling around
a man in an aggressive manner. I told him to go
home and stay out of the way. The crowd started
to come toward him again. As I started to put him
into our car Hodas made a pass at me. While placing
Hodas in the cruising car, I saw Blaustein strike
another person. I placed him under arrest and both
were later booked at the police station.
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Action and Political Controversy
On October 27, 1943, the following item appeared in
the Boston Traveler :
DORCHESTER BOYS GUILTY
Defendants in the Dorchester fracas were found
guilty of the police charges by Judge Walsh late
today. • • Each was fined $10., appealed and
held in $200. bail. . . .
The Attorney General of Massachusetts, Robert T.
Bushnell, did not agree with the findings of the Dorches-
ter court. He nol prossed the charges against the two
boys. This accelerated his political battle with Police
Commissioner Timilty. Local newspapers played up the
fight. The extensive publicity linage brought the entire
anti-Semitic question to a climax. As Bushnell and
Timilty fought it out in headlines, there was an increas-
ing public awareness of the racial question. The case
was a dramatic example of anti-Semitic injustice and
brought a public insistence that something be done about
the racial problem.
Attorney General Bushnell had been attempting to
force Timilty out of office. He based his argument on
the fact that Commissioner Timilty had been indicted
twice with the charges that he (with others under him in
the Boston Police Department) conspired to "permit, as-
sist, enable, and allow” divers persons ... ”to keep,,
maintain, operate, promote, set up, and manage lottery
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establishments for the registration of bets and common
gaming houses in Boston . . . .”1 Both indictments had
been quashed. Commissioner Timilty was very bitter in his
retorts to the Attorney General. He warned his "Jewish
friends'* to beware of permitting Bushnell to be their
champion.
Due to Timilty’ s many friends, Bushnell had been
unable to get him out of office. The racial issue was
more effective for Bushnell 's purposes than gambling
indictments had been.
The newspapers backed Timilty with many columns of
favorable publicity. On November 18, 1943, The Boston
Traveler, champion of Police Commissioner Timilty, head-
lined Bushnell’ s clearing H0das and Blaustein. It
devoted a single column inch on page one to this story
and three column inches to Timilty* s retort "hitting
back" at Bushnell (See Pig. 1., p. 86).
!• The Bushnell— Saltonstall letters. The Boston
Herald, November 6, 1944.
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Figure 6

On page ten the Traveler story continued with the
Attorney General* s explicit reasons for discontinuing
r
prosecution of the two Jewish hoys.
Attorney General Bushnell today filed the state-
ment that he is unwilling to prosecute the cases
with the clerk of the superior criminal court,
thereby . . . ending action in the case.
Without naming the sergeant who arrested Hodas,
whose identity was revealed in court as Sgt.
Bernard W. Pay of Station 11, Bushnell asserted:
"There was evidence of brutal and unprovoked
assault by the sergeant. ..."
[Bushnell further asserted,] "In my opinion, all
the evidence and surrounding circumstances of this
case show that these boys are not brought here as
defendants in a criminal court as a result of a
fair and honest attempt on the part of Boston police
authorities, and that the further prosecution of
this complaint is unnecessary, unwarranted, and
unjust. "1
The Dorchester case tipped the scales against
Commissioner Timilty. Public opinion was finally aroused.
Governor Saltonstall was due to either replace Timilty, or
appoint a new Police Commissioner on November 26. The
injustice of the trial and Its attendant publicity per-
suaded influential groups to demand a new Police Com-
missioner for Boston.
The Boston League of Women Voters and the Mass -
achusetts League of Women Voters opposed the reappointment
of Timilty. They sent a petition to Governor Saltonstall.
1. The Boston Traveler, November 18, 1943.
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Petition to Governor Saltonstall.
Boston League of Women Voters :
Resolved, that the police conditions in the city
of Boston are so deplorable that a correction of
such conditions is required at the present time;
that the appointment of a new Police Commissioner
is necessary to effect such improvements; that the
Governor be respectfully requested not to reappoint
the present incumbent, but to appoint to said office
a person competent and prepared to reorganize the
department to conform to the highest standards of
police administration.
Mass. League of Women Voters :
... We hope that in searching for the proper
man to fill this position (police Commissioner] you
will consider the necessity of his having the fol-
lowing qualifications:
Personal integrity, intelligence, courage, proved
administrative ability, with knowledge and under-
standing of social problems and trends, a sympa-
thetic attitude toward and willingness to cooperate
with the programs of social agencies working for
the prevention of crime, and finally a man who
would command the respect of Massachusetts citizens
and especially of the young people of Boston.
We believe that with honest and able leadership
in the department which provides the men with
proper instructions, no situation would be likely to
get out of hand as has apparently recently in
Dorchester. There are undoubtedly a number of
good policemen in the department, but they must
have backing from the commissioner to do a good
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Xn 1943, Massachusetts had only four laws against
racial and religious discrimination.!
Act of 1920 .
An Act to Secure Equal Opportunity to All Citizens
of the Commonwealth for Employment in the Public
Services or by Street Railway Companies. . . .
Act of 1933 .
An Act to Prevent Advertising tending to Discrimi-
nate against Persons of Any Religious Sect, Creed,Class, Denomination or Nationality by Places of
Public Accommodation, Resort or Amusement.
Act of 1941 .
Ah Act to Prevent Discrimination in Employment
on Public Works and Projects and in the Dispensing
of Public Welfare Because of Race, Color, Religion
or Nationality.
Act of 1943.
An Act Penalizing the Libel of Groups of Persons
Because of Race, Color or Religion.
Whoever publishes any false written or printed
material with intent to maliciously promote hatred
of any group of persons in the commonwealth because
of race, color or religion shall be guilty of libel
and shall be punished by a fine of not more than
one thousand dollars or by imprisonment of not more
than one year or both. . • .(Approved April 30, 1943).
On November 10, 1943, the Boston Traveler featured
headlines stating that the F.B.I. would probe into racial
conflicts. The subhead stated that Governor Saltonstall
had ordered the bigotry laws enforced (See Pig. 2.,p.90)*
It had particular reference to the Act of 1943.
1. Prom: Public Policy Pamphlet
,
op . cit
.
, pp. 6-7.
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The Stokes Report was submitted to the Governor on
November 9, 1943. The report was in the form of a letter
from the State Commissioner of Public Safety, John P.
Stokes. On November 10, 1943, the Boston Post headlined
the report and printed basic points in the text as
follows:
NO ANTI-RACIAL PLOT IN BOSTON
State Public Safety Commissioner John P. Stokes,
in a report made public last night, concluded he
could find no proof that forty complaints of al-
leged anti-Semitic assaults. Insults and property
damage in the Metropolitan Boston area were a part
of organized anti-Semitic campaign.
The state commissioner, who conducted an investi-
gation of the complaints at the request of the
Governor, said that thirty-four of the incidents
. • . represented a police problem that could not
have been possible if the patrolmen and the
sergeants on the streets had followed police prin-
ciples.
Nature of Incidents
Assaults 24 cases
Property damage 6
Property damage and assault 3
Insult 6
Fictitious report 1
Total 40 cases
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Upon receipt of the Stokes Report the Governor and his
t
committee released a statement regarding necessary steps
that should he taken. The Governor said that he was
initiating action upon them.at once in the following ways:
1. Insistence upon the. best possible performance
of duty by police departments throughout the state.. . .
2. Transmission of all findings of Commissioner
Stokes to the Attorney General of the Commonwealth
and to the armed forces of the United States.
3. Creation of a committee to draw up and advise
me in the execution of an over-all program for
dealing with the causes of any infringement of
personal or religious liberty.
The Governor announced enlargement of his original
committee to take action.
1
The following is one opinion of the Boston press*
reporting. Subsequent editorials upon the Stokes Report
serve as a basis for that opinion.
One reason why reforms were delayed in Boston
was because newspapers, except for the Christian
Science Monitor, with a Boston circulation of
only 15,000 well-behaved readers, hushed up
hooliganism.
2
1. News item in The Boston Globe, November 10, 1943.
2 Carlson, The Plotters, og. cit .
,
p. 372.
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One Boston daily featured an editorial on the
Stokes Report that was representative of Boston news-
papers. It echoed official sentiments.
The Stokes Report
The Stokes report on the recent anti-Semitic
disturbances is a well balanced and sensible
document. . . .
Public Safety Commissioner John P. Stokes
finds in them no evidence of an organized, anti-
Semitic origin. . . .
The average age of persons known to be involved
in these disturbances was sixteen years. . . .
When boys of sixteen years of age get into gang
fights it Is the duty of the police to stop them.
But level headed adults will not distort such
fights into something they are not.
The Governor has appointed a splendid committee
to handle the organized aspects of the problem.
Control of the youngsters is the job of the
police departments .
I
•ir*#
The Christian Science Monitor printed the truth;
Governor’s Opportunity
. . . The (Stokes) report’s most pointed find-
ing is that the wave of anti-Semitic terrorism in
the Mattapan-Dorchester area would not have been
possible if the police had adequately performed
their duty. This result of an official investiga-
tion confirms other indications which have given
many citizens the impression that many of the* po-
lice were, if not themselves expressing anti-
Semitism, more than lax about curbing those who
expressed it violently.
. . . The failure to suppress anti-Semitic
violence and the vicious propaganda which lies
behind that violence is only the latest count
1. Christian Science Monitor, November 10, 1943.
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in a mounting series of police failures in Boston.
The indictments of Police Commissioner Timilty in
connection with gambling scandals were quashed
and those against other officials have not come to
trial, but the ordinary citizen has gathered from
these cases and others that an amount of laxity
exists which has destroyed his confidence in
Boston 1 s present police administration.
. . . The man in the street knows that city
politics are not too beautiful, but he has a
distinct impression that they have come too
close to Boston's police. Within the month, Gov-
ernor Saltonstall will have an opportunity to ap-
point a new Metropolitan Police Commissioner. . . .1
The November 11, 1943 newspapers of Boston came out
with a comment of Attorney General Robert T. Bushnell
regarding the Stokes report. The Boston Globe gave a
straight story of the Bushnell comments entitled
"Bushnell Hits Higher-Ups For Lawlessness in Boston".
The Boston Post
,
however, devoted thirty- four lines to
the Bushnell remarks and fifty- eight lines to a Timilty
statement hitting back at the Attorney General.
SEES LAW'S BREAKDOWN CONFIRMED
Bushnell Comments on Hub Report by Stokes
. . . Attorney General Bushnell issued a state-
ment on the Stokes report last night. [He saidj. . .
"The Stokes report is further confirmation of the
disgraceful breakdown of law which has been
tolerated, concealed, and encouraged in Boston
for a long time."
1. Editorial in The Christian Science Monitor,
November 10, 1943.
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Across the city, in police headquarters. Commissioner
Timilty charged the Attorney General with insincerity,
and pointed "with pride" to the record of the Boston
police whom he said, has earned Boston the nation
wide reputation of having the cleanest city in the
country, and the freest of social diseases and crime.
There follows a statement by Timilty that strikes at
Bushnell and leads afar into many fields unrelated to the
subject.
".
• .It is apparent that the so-called anti-Semitic
prejudices are not confined to Boston. To blame the
Boston police force for this condition or failure to
suppress it in this city is preposterous. ..."
Hits at Bushnell.
"No statement can be issued these days about the
Boston police department without a word being added
by the erratic occupant of the office of Attorney
General. This intellectual genius apparently feels
that the whole anti-Semitic question will be solved
by the removal of the Boston police commissioner."!
Summing up the situation as it existed in Boston,
Newsweek printed the following comments on Nov. 22, 1943.
. • . Police responsibility, Stokes maintained,
rested primarily with the patrolman on the beat.
Attorney General Robert T. Bushnell immediately
accused Stokes of passing the buck in his criticism
of rank and file policemen. He placed the blame on
Boston's Police Commissioner, Joseph P. Timilty, a
Saltonstall appointee. . . . Since Timilty' s term
expires Nov. 25, Bushnell »s new charges put the next
move up to Saltonstall.
The Bo ston Traveler started a campaign in its Nov. 13
1943 issue to keep Timilty in office. It featured double
headlines of 114 point type on page one boasting Timilty
( See Pig. 3, p. 96)
.
1. News item in The Boston Post, November 11, 1943
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The Traveler boost for Timilty included more than
headlines. At the bottom of page one of the same date
was a petition form to fill out and send to Governor
Saltonstall asking for the Police Commissioner^ reap-
pointment. Friends of Timilty succeeded in gathering more
than 200,000 names on petitions asking for Timilty* s re-
appointment .
Copy of the petitionl
To the Honorable Leverett Saltonstall
Governor of Massachusetts
We, the undersigned citizens of Greater Boston, in
order to safeguard the public welfare of all conr
cerned, with regard to crimes of serious nature as
well as juvenile delinquencies, do hereby request
that the present incumbent. Police Commissioner of
Boston Joseph F. Timilty, be re-appointed by you
upon the day of the expiration of his term.
Yours respectfully.
Name Street & No. City or Town
Appointment of a new police commissioner was annomced
in headlines by the Boston Traveler on November 24, 1943
( See Fig. 4, p. 98)
.
1. Boston Traveler, November 13, 1949.
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Figure 9

The new Police Commissioner, Thomas P. Sullivan, was
on a spot. He had to do something about the anti-Semitic
situation. Numerous groups and socially minded individ-
uals were counting on his being effective where his pre-
decessor, Timilty, had failed. Attorney General Robert
Bushnell had won a political victory in replacing Timilty
despite the petition to keep him in office signed by more
than two hundred thousand Boston citizens.
After he had assumed office. Commissioner Sullivan's
words and actions sometimes seemed contradictory. He was
quoted by PM as saying that the racial troubles were only
"kid stuff". 1 Some newspapers capitalized upon this
statement to berate the new commissioner, failing to men-
tion his ideas for action against racial violence. One
of his first acts was to disband the special anti-Semitic
riot squad which had been assigned to the Mattapan area.
This appeared in headlines to be a let-up of police
racial work, but actually it was but a minor change in a
thorough reorganization of the police department.
On December 14, 1943, a Boston newspaper quoted
Sullivan, expressing his true attitude in regard to the
police and the racial question. "Colonel Sullivan ordered
prompt reports from any officer who hears of any attempt
to create disunity or discrimination against any racial
1. News item in PM, November 30, 1943.
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or religious group so that the necessary action may be
taken promptly to put an end to it. ”1
Police Commissioner Sullivan was eager to cooperate
with all social leaders. In the same news item he gave
instruction to his officers to "keep in touch with the
religious leaders of all faiths, with particular reference
to juvenile matters. ..." He added that the department
should assist these leaders whenever possible.
2
There seems to be little reason to question
Commissioner Sullivan’s cooperation in cleaning up the
racial situation. He consented to send a police officer
to school to study the racial question. He choose
Mr. Leonard Avery, a former special police officer and now
executive of the P.E.P.C. Mr. Avery took courses at
Harvard, Wellesley, and the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion. Since Mr. Avery became a member of the Massachusetts
F.E.P.C., he has lectured weekly before members of the
Metropolitan police departments on the problems of racial
and religious tensions and the means of allaying these
tensions.
Mrs. Mildred Mahoney, Executive Secretary of the
Governor’s Committee (See Supra
,
p. 65) who was active in
the racial question, had nothing but praise for Commissioner
T", News item in The Christian Science Monitor ,
December 14, 1943.
2. Ibid.
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Sullivan’s work. "He cooperated fully with the Governor ’
s
Committee in putting an end to racial conflicts. The
commissioner and the police aided the Committee and gave
them many new ideas to expediate their work."l
Action was the byword in 1943-44. Interracial peace
and harmony was the end result of all of the petitions,
plans, investigations, trials and political battles that
occupied the stage of Boston. It was an American solution
to an un-American problem of a humiliated and abused
minority in the "Athens of America", Boston, Massachusetts.
li Quoted to the aaiiifchor in an interview June 5, 1949-
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CHAPTER VI
BOSTON TODAY
Boston seems to be a better place to live for racial
minorities than it was in 1943. Anti-Semitic outbreaks
are almost unknown at present. Racial tensions remain,
however, which could burst into flame by the slightest
provocation. There is a surprising amount of anti-
Semitic talk, but it stops there. Youths who were well
indoctrinated by the spirit in 1943 have reached maturity,
and they are passing along the prejudices to other young
minds.
The Jewish Community Council gives comparative figures
on the frequency of anti-Semitic violence today. Cases
dropped 67 per cent last year, as compared with the figures
of 1946-47, and declined 50 per cent for the period 1948-49,
as compared with 1947-48. "Whereas back in 1943-44, Jewish
agencies reported scores of cases to the Council, the
figure for 1948-49 was five."l
There is a great resurgence of anti-Semitic literature
in the mail today. Much of it appears to have a fascist
flavor. The theme is simple: Judaism is synonomous with
Communism . Hitler may be excused for his treatment of the
Jews as he was actually trying to destroy Communl sm .
1. Prom: Annual Report t Jewish Community Council of
Metropolitan Boston, June 6, 1949.
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There are dozens of crackpots printing and distri-
buting anti— Semitic literature. Powerful organizations
are still spreading the material over the country
through the mails. Gerald L. K. Smith has an organiza-
tion spending thousands of dollars yearly at this
project. He and other anti-Semites are backed by the
wealth of a retired Texas oil man who founded the
George W. Armstrong foundation.
A group operating under the name of the Vigilantes
sends out voluminous material which libels and threatens
Jews and the Masons. The tracts are mailed to lawmakers
college authorities, college newspapers, fraternities,
sororities, heads of veterans and labor groups, news-
papers, members of the United Nations, and congressmen,
The P.B.I. apparently does not know the identity oJ
the Vigilantes. It is plausible that they may be indi-
viduals who were part of the Christian Front movement
during the war. The following sample of Christian
Front literature of 1943 has certain similarities to
today’s Vigilante literature:
• • • It seems to us reasonable that if natur-
alized citizens are to be expected to give loyalty
to other nations than America, their natural
inclination would be to assist the countries of
their birth, whether it be Germany, Italy, Ireland,
England or France. We don’t want to see any pre-
cedent established, we have Roosevelt together
with his Jewish and Anglophile supporters to blame.
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but most of all ourselves for permitting it. WAKE
UP, AMERICA.’ .’ .’ REMEMBER THE DECLARATION OP INDE-
PENDENCE.’!
Sincerely yours,
THE CHRISTIAN FRONT OP AMERICA
Francis P. Moran
Director.
A paragraph taken from a Vigilante letter, dated
March 21, 1949 will illustrate how a certain phrase THE
DECLARATION OP INDEPENDENCE is being repeated today. Is
it only a coincidence?
• • .The initiative of the human being under the
protection of THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
provides for the passive demise of Judaism. Any
compromise of the principles of THE DECLARATION
OP INDEPENDENCE is a loss to the human race, and
as this Masonic Order, an instrument of Judaism,
through its human tools, as Representatives of
the people have compromised the principles of
THE DECLARATION OP INDEPENDENCE, THE SERVICES OP
THESE HUMAN TOOLS OP Judaism as representatives
of the People are no longer required. . . .2
The mails are full of these strong words. The apolo-
gists for Hitler and the ministers of racism have not
given up. Their ’’fight” against communism carries venom.
However, they are not united, so their efforts are diffused.
At present the public is not interested in their scape-
goating. Only another national crisis would bring back
power to the demagogues. They are waiting patiently.
1. Prom the files of Francis L. Hurwitz; Ex. Sec.,
Boston Office of the National Conference of Christians and
Jews
.
2. Vigilante letter to Student Council, Harvard
University, March 21, 1949.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
Boston is alert today and prepared to handle any
type of interracial or interreligious conflicts. Some
"top" persons serving on social or governmental organi-
zations are willing to defend oppressed minorities. The
Prances Sweeney Committee which replaced the American
Irish Defense Association! has an able and energetic
executive secretary, Mary Fitzgerald. The Governor^
Committee 2 has been superceded by the Fair Employment
Practices Committee with Mrs. Mildred Mahoney, Chairman.
The Jewish Community Council is managed by Executive
Secretary, Robert Siegal. Other active organizations are
the American Jewish Congress, Jewish Labor Committee,
Jewish War Veterans, and the Boston chapter of the
American Jewish Committee. The Good Neighbor Association3
is still actively interested in promoting good will.
These groups work for interracial peace, unity, and
friendship. They educate the public, proving the theory
that if one knows and understands his neighbor he will
have no room for hate and superstitious misunderstandings.
IT Supra , p . 80
.
2. Supra
,
p. 65.
3. Supra , p. 68.
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Apart from all of the action taken by individuals
and social or governmental agencies to straighten out
the racial problem, certain laws were passed to protect
the rights of individuals of minority groups. A Pair »
Employment Practice Law was passed in 1946. It forbids
an employer, a labor union, or an employment agency to
refuse a job to a person because of race, creed, color,
or national origin. The law is based on the concept that
opportunity for employment without discrimination is a
civil right.
It wasn't a problem of not having proper laws to
protect Jewish citizens. It was problem of law enforce-
ment. Once they were enforced effectively, minorities
in Boston had no reason to worry. The 1943-44 events
brought a consciousness of the rights of minorities to
the Commonwealth resulting in a new law in their interests
In 1946. The Fair Qnployment Practice Law Is being
enforced today by a very able Governor's Commission.
At present (June 6, 1949), a Fair Educational
Practice Bill is pending in the Massachusetts legislature.
It promises to eliminate discrimination because of race,
religion, color, or national origin in the public school,
professional and business schools, colleges, and private
schools. If made a law, the bill promises to act in our
schools as the Fair Employment Practice Law had in the
stores and workshops of Boston.
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In summing up the effects of news suppression of a
social question and the result of its exposure, it has
been demonstrated that anti-Semitism in Boston was in-
creasing until the problem was aired. As a direct result
of the expose, public opinion demanded action to cure the
violence. Social and governmental committees were formed,
and a political battle resulted in the choice of a new
police commissioner and the revamping of the entire police
force. Many types of educational methods were used, in-
cluding work in colleges, public and private schools and
churches. The radio preached good will; printed material
was distributed to combat anti-Semitic propaganda; laws
were passed to protect the rights of racial and religious
minorities. Test cases came before the courts to add the
weight of the law to all other agencies which were intent
upon their purpose of keeping our democracy the land of
the free.
As a result of these remedial agents anti-Semitism
has been uprooted in Boston. The city is being educated
conscientiously to conform to the Christian adage first
pronounced by a Jew: "Love thy neighbor.
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